Today:
Isolated T-Storms High 52 Low 45
Tomorrow:
AM Showers / Wind High 55 Low 33
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Gonorrhea diagnoses up on campus
‘Outbreak’ among Tufts’ gay males appears to be under control
BY

MARC RAIFMAN

Daily Editorial Board

ANJALI NIRMALAN/TUFTS DAILY

Health Services has placed these posters around campus warning students of the increase in diagnosed cases of gonorrhea on campus.

Homosexual males at Tufts
have been experiencing elevated
rates of gonorrhea this semester,
according to Medical Director
of Tufts Health Service Margaret
Higham.
“[There has been a] significant
rise this year in the number of
contagious infections among
men who sleep with men,” she
said, specifically citing a spread
of gonorrhea.
Higham said that while only a
small number of cases of the disease have been diagnosed so far,
those cases still constitute a significant increase from past years.
Even a small cluster of diagnoses in a short amount of time
raises questions, she said, adding
that Tufts’ Health Service typically goes a year or two without a
positive test.”
Higham did not specify how
many cases of gonorrhea have
been diagnosed in Tufts stu-

Showcasing research, from ‘squishies’ to snails
BY

KRISTEN SAWICKI

Daily Editorial Board

Intellectual curiosity permeated
Ballou Hall’s Coolidge Room on
Friday afternoon as undergraduate
students presented their research to
students, faculty and family.
The session was part of the Eighth
Annual Undergraduate Research
and Scholarship Symposium, an
event that celebrates research completed by Tufts undergraduates.
The symposium kicked off with
a lunch and opening talk by Biology
Professor Barry Trimmer. Two sets
of 15-minute student presentations,
a poster session and a dinner reception followed.
Thirty-seven students gave oral
presentations on topics within the
sciences, humanities and social
sciences. Presentations were held
simultaneously in three rooms in
Braker Hall.
Presentation topics ranged from
sophomore Maia Leppo’s “Nitric
Oxide Acts as Natural Inhibitor
of Metamorphosis in the Snail
Crepidula Fornicata” to senior
Arielle Aaaronson’s “Masculinities
Among Male Distance Runners” to

ALEX SCHMIEDER/TUFTS DAILY

Junior Brett Boghigian presents on the ways in which genetically-altered
E. coli can help cure some diseases.
senior Stephen Johanson’s “Allied sented their research at the poster
Interdiction Bombing Efforts over session in Ballou Hall. Students
Europe, 1944-1945.”
stood by their posters during the
Eighty students, including those
see RESEARCH, page 2
who made oral presentations, pre-

With spring approaching, the Daily welcomes
‘Winter Passing’

This weekend, a little kitten dominated a videogaming competition
that raised money for a service trip to
the Dominican Republic.
Zach Hurwitz, who went by the
pseudonym “a little kitten,” was
crowned the winner of the Tufts
HALO 2 tournament, which was held
at 4 p.m. on Mar. 10 in Eaton 206.
Approximately 20 students participated in the tournament, organized
by the Tufts Timmy Foundation as
part of a larger fundraising effort.
The Timmy Foundation is a volunteer organization that uses community-based health and education
initiatives to help make healthcare
and education available to children
worldwide. It set out to send 24
undergraduates to the Dominican
Republic during spring break.
The group has also raised money
through benefit dinners and sponsorship from Boston companies.
“[We] have done a lot of fundraising events — this is just a small
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Conflict in
the Sudan
PAUL LEMAISTRE

Contributing Writer

‘Kitten’ takes all at HALO 2 tournament

INDEX

detected. Yarbrough warned students in all LGBT groups about
the spread of gonorrhea.
According to Nurse Practitioner
Janet Mozes, Health Services did
not plan additional sexual health
programming for students as a
result of the gonorrhea diagnoses.
“’Outbreak’ was maybe an
overstated word,” she said.
Higham thinks that a good way
to educate students about STDs
is through word of mouth among
their friends.
She empathized with students
who may have felt “blindsided”
by a diagnosis of oral gonorrhea.
“Symptoms aren’t that prominent,” she said. “It’s hard to have
to be so safe about everything all
the time.”
Gonorrhea can be contracted
in the throat, rectum or urethra.
In men, symptoms include a sore
throat, a pus-like discharge from
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dents because of the sensitivity of the issue and the small
size of the Tufts campus. She
did confirm, however, that the
only cases detected this semester
have involved male students who
received the infection from other
males.
Gonorrhea is transmitted
through sexual intercourse and
oral sex, but not through kissing.
According to Higham, one of
the detected cases was transmitted through oral sex. “Our student body population as a whole
tends to think of oral sex as really
safe,” she said.
Signs posted at and around
Health Services early in the
semester warned students about
these cases, calling the spread
an “outbreak.” No positive diagnoses have been made since the
signs appeared.
Director of the Lesbian Gay
Bisexual Transgender (LGBT)
Center Dona Yarbrough spoke
with Higham after the cases were

one,” said Tufts Timmy Foundation
member and sophomore Jose Alfaro,
who plans to go on the Dominican
Republic trip next week.
The group has succeeded in
raising approximately $9,000. “We
went over the goal,” Alfaro said.
While in the Dominican Republic,
the students will be accompanied by
five doctors who have worked with
the Tufts Timmy Foundation in the
past.
“We will be setting up medical clinics [to] serve Haitian and
Dominican communities,” Alfaro
said.
For his victory, Hurwitz received a
$20 gift certificate to Espresso’s and
Andrea’s pizza, as well as a free large
pizza from Nick’s. The entry fee was
$3, which many paid in advance.
Alfaro was unconcerned that
some of the 25 registered students
did not show up to play. “More
pizza for everyone,” he said.
— Marc Raifman

The ongoing conflict in the Sudan
between the government-backed
Janjaweed militia and rebel insurgency groups has produced one of
the worst humanitarian crises of the
PEACE CORPS
modern era. Analysts put the death
toll of civilians caught in the fighting between 100,000 and
200,000, with an additional two million people forcibly displaced
from their homes. Considerable humanitarian efforts have taken
place to help these refugees, but the security of international aid
agencies is threatened by the military conflict. The African Union
(AU) is maintaining a peacekeeping operation of 7,000 troops in
Darfur, but has so far failed to end the conflict. The past year has
witnessed a further increase in the fighting, a breakdown of peace
negotiations and a flow of refugees and militia groups into neighboring Chad, sparking fears of regional conflict between Chad and
the Sudan. This week, the Daily talks to Political Science Professor
Pearl Robinson, an expert on African regional organizations and
politics.
Paul Lemaistre: Sudan is a state of considerable international
importance, considering its oil reserves, its developing status as
a crossroads for international terrorism and a massive humanitarian crisis that attracts international states’ interests and aid
agencies’ concerns. How effective is this international attention in
helping to resolve the conflict?
Pearl Robinson: The question about peace and stability has to be
framed to ask who are the domestic actors for whom peace and stability is the primary concern... the Sudanese living in refugee camps
are in no position to hold their government accountable for what
they are doing. Even though there are all of these international actors
involved, I see the crisis in Sudan as a domestic political crisis. You
have various politicians who have power and aspire to power, some
of whom have decided that the best way to achieve these objectives
is through some sort of insurgency operation. You have the SPLA
(Sudan People’s Liberation Army), which after more than 20 years
of civil war achieved one of its major objectives of sharing power in
governance. The people who are in positions of power in the government will argue a position of national sovereignty. The people
who represent groups who are being hurt by the government want
the UN and African Union involved in bringing resources that can
get their personal security and safety in ways that the government
is not doing. It is about the domestic politics and the ways in which
various actors make sure that they prevail in the domestic political
battles. The government of Sudan has determined that the AU is a
better partner for them than the UN, who would be more capable of
changing the status quo... so the AU is a desirable group to have in
there because they lack the resources, power and military capacity
to change the status quo. The status quo is beneficial for the present
Sudanese government. The other thing that I think is highly important to say, as frustrating as it is, is that the Sudanese have highly
capable diplomatic skills because they understand sovereignty, and
they understand how the international system works, and how to
see IN DEPTH, page 2
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Robinson weighs in on causes of, solutions to Darfur crisis

HOUSE INVESTIGATES TAX ABUSES IN COLLEGE SPORTS

manipulate it to preserve the status quo
and their upper hand.

IN DEPTH
continued from page 1

The U.S. House of Representatives’
Committee on Ways and Means has initiated an investigation into possible tax
abuses in college sports.
For the past three months, the committee’s aides have been interviewing college
officials to determine whether revenue
generated from sports programs and the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) is “unrelated business income”
that should be taxed.
The investigation was prompted by concerns that colleges are turning an undue
commercial profit from their sports events
and related athletic activities. If colleges or
the NCAA are forced to pay taxes on athletic revenues, they stand to lose hundreds
of millions of dollars.
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS),
which exempted the NCAA from taxes in
1956, has reaffirmed this exemption, as
the NCAA has continued to exist and operate in a purely educational context.
The Committee on Ways and Means
oversees legislation affecting nonprofit
organizations.

CONGRESS OPPOSES BUSH REDUCTIONS IN EDUCATION SPENDING
On Feb. 9, Democrats and Republicans
alike voiced their displeasure over
President George W. Bush’s plan to reduce
spending on the Department of Education
and several of its programs.
They expressed their concerns
at a hearing before the U.S. House of
Representatives appropriations subcommittee that helps set the budget for the
Department of Education.
The president’s proposed budget
would cut a total of $3.1 billion from the
Department of Education. Some of the
programs that would be eliminated are
the Perkins Loan Program — which gives
loans to the nation’s neediest students —
Upward Bound and Talent Search, parts of
federal programs that help disadvantaged
students.
In a display of bipartisanship, representatives from the left and right referred to
Thomas Friedman’s 2005 book “The World
Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First
Century” to intimate that the United States
should not reduce educational spending
at a time when the education levels of
major competitors like India and China
are fast-increasing.

BIOMEDICAL LAB PHILANTHROPY
CREATES ENTHUSIASM, CONCERN
The Alfred E. Mann Foundation for
Biomedical Engineering has proposed the
donation of $2 billion to found a series
of research centers called Alfred Mann
Institutes at 12 to 15 research universities. The centers’ individual endowments
would range from $100-200 million.
The institutes would develop real-world
applications of basic biomedical research,
such as diagnostic tests and medical treatments.
While some universities are jumping
at the proposed philanthropic effort, others are concerned about the Foundation’s
influence over patent rights. Opponents of
the Foundation’s proposal said its endowments may increase its control over the
applications of faculty members’ biomedical research findings.
Still, many universities that want to
see their findings translate into practical applications support the Foundation’s
endowments.
— compiled by Aaron Schumacher from
the Chronicle of Higher Education
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PL: What does it mean for the AU that,
despite its claims that it is under-funded
and has limited resources, its first peacekeeping mission in the Sudan could end
in failure and handover to power to the
UN? Was it even a realistic goal for the AU
to maintain peace in such a deteriorated
situation?
PR: The charter of the AU says that its original purpose was to create a larger economic
community — it wasn’t set up as a security
operation for Africa in terms of its primary
purpose. The AU, even though it has functioning structures, does not have capacity
to enforce major operations in an area with
ongoing security crisis that nobody has
been able to resolve. I think that it was a
mistake for them to take it on. They did so
because the rest of the world was encouraging them to do it and offered funding.
I don’t think that they had the capacity to
do it, and I think that it diverts them from
their major function of trying to work for
economic union and other things that are
doable. I think that they should have looked
for ways to become a partner in a coalition
of forces to address the ongoing crisis. I
think that it was the wrong mission for
them to take on. The original purpose and
mission of the AU may suffer setbacks that
can be measured in years if not decades.
PL: A recent publication by NYU’s Center
on International Cooperation claimed
that the UN’s global peacekeeping efforts
were “past the point of overstretch.” The
proposed UN involvement is circulating
around the Security Council, with Kofi
Annan calling for a 12,000 to 20,000 troop
commitment, most of whom would be
from African states. Could this be any
more effective than the AU, given its cri-

tiques of being overstretched, or would its
basic logistical and resource infrastructure be a critical factor?

absence of a political entitlement agenda
that needs to be supported by the international community.

PR: My easy answer to this would be yes,
the UN can be more effective than the
AU. But your bigger question seems to be,
“What can the UN do?” That gets me to the
question of whether the situation in Darfur
can be remedied by a peacekeeping force,
or would the peacekeeping force only serve
to maintain the status quo? What is the mission of the peacekeeping force? UN officials
say that they need security to protect the
people living in the camps and to have the
humanitarian assistance work. That alone
does not remedy the situation in Darfur.
Therefore you may want to ask the question, how many years of enabling humanitarian assistance ... will it take to solve the
problem in Darfur, and who is working on
solving the fundamentals?
This returns to the basic issue of the
lack of political accountability. Just focusing
on how to enable humanitarian assistance
delivery is not a solution in the long run.
Therefore I will ask, “Who is working on
the real solutions to the problem?” The
humanitarian assistance community is
well-organized and savvy. They know how
to get attention... What about the people
looking for real political solutions for these
issues? I also argue that the government
of Sudan is very savvy and understands
international relations. They know how to
play the sovereignty card to maintain the
status quo. The people who are the targets
of political attack and the recipients of
humanitarian aid are the ones who lack
the savvy and means to survive, and as a
result their political leaders are turning to
political insurgency. I think that is the hard
nut to crack, but that is where some serious money and effort needs to be focused.
After all, this is a country where the political situation has worked before, with the
SPLA finally entering a power-sharing
government after 20 years of fighting and
then eventually negotiation... There is the

PL: What does it mean for the US to advocate increased NATO intervention beyond
existing airlift and logistical support
for AU troops? What is the role of NATO
— known primarily for its operations in
Europe — in America’s crisis intervention
efforts in Africa?
PR: I believe that Africa falls under the
Europe command of U.S. military. Firstly it
has to do with how the U.S. military is organized and which regions of the world fall
under it. We don’t have a freestanding column for Africa; it mainly falls underneath
the Europe command. The second piece
is that it is a further articulation of ACRI,
the African Crisis Response Initiative. This
was initially a Clinton initiative, after the
genocide in Rwanda and after the Rangers
were killed in Somalia. First, the U.S. could
not put troops down in Africa, but we got
a lot of criticism for sitting back with our
arms crossed and allowing genocide to
take place in Rwanda. The idea was that we
could promote African solutions to African
problems by providing them with military
capacity that they lack. There were also
joint training operations with American
troops, so all of this is actually an outgrowth
of security people working in Africa figuring out what they had to do to stop the
genocide in Rwanda and to help African
militaries in the future.
The NATO involvement is seen as a way
of strengthening the AU capabilities without directly placing American troops there.
It is complicated now post-9/11 because
of the presence of U.S. troops in the region
for other initiatives, namely anti-terrorist operations. Ordinary and high-ranking
Africans often don’t differentiate between
this attempt to strengthen the AU by military advisors, and this American presence
working with local forces in anti-terrorist
operations.

Students present research — and play with caterpillars
RESEARCH
continued from page 1

one-and-a-half hour session, summarizing their research for interested parties and
answering questions.
The symposium has traditionally been
held on a Saturday, but the organizers decided to hold it on a Friday this year to encourage a stronger turnout.
“The [scheduling] change made a huge
difference,” said Cailin Joyce, a senior and the
head student organizer of the event.
Bridget Perrin, a senior who presented at
the poster session, worked at the Tufts New
England Medical Center, where she conducted qualitative interviews with children
who have attention deficit and hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), as well as their parents.
Perrin is a biology major, but the research
she conducted as a summer scholar dealt
primarily with psychology. Her goal was to
understand how both children and parents
experience the stigma surrounding the disease and to learn whether they blame the

stigma on the disease itself or on outside factors, such as teachers.
Steven Fusillo, another senior who presented at the poster session, is in his third
semester of research in the Tufts Biomimetic
Devices Lab, which Trimmer heads.
Fusillo said that he experienced initial difficulties in finding a research opportunity. He
sent e-mails to every member of the biology
and psychology departments, but less than
half of the people he contacted responded,
and most of the responses were negative.
Still, Fusillo is content with his current
research situation.
“It takes patience and motivation, but in
the end any result is rewarding,” he said.
Fusillo studied the organizational pattern
of muscle contraction in the Manduca sexta
caterpillar. The findings of his research may
help to more precisely define the role of
muscle in locomotion.
Trimmer’s talk was titled “Body and Mind:
Animals and Robots in a Complex World.” He
used a PowerPoint presentation full of graph-

ics and video clips to discuss locomotion in
animals and his laboratory’s work.
Trimmer said his lab was investigating a
“radical hypothesis” and that the “complex
biomechanisms of squishies [soft-bodied
animals] can simplify the neural component
[of movement].”
The highlight of the talk occurred about
midway through, when Trimmer passed two
of the caterpillars used by the lab around the
audience, whose members laughed as they
tried to ply the caterpillars and their “Velcro
feet” off of their hands.
In the spirit of the symposium, Trimmer
acknowledged the undergraduates who have
worked in his lab at the end of his talk.
Other organizers of the symposium included senior Jess Keiser, senior Ali MacDonald
and sophomore Oleg Svet. Associate Biology
Professor Colin Orians was the faculty advisor
for the event, and Coordinator of Scholarship
and Enrichment Programs in the Office of
the Dean of Undergraduate Education Kate
Nash also helped to organize the program.

FROM THE DAILY ARCHIVES | MARCH 13, 1991

Up to bat for the minor leagues
The Tufts Community Union Senate announced that it would
be approaching the University’s Educational Policy Committee
(EPC) to propose the creation of a departmental minors program.
Sociology and anthropology professor Stephen Bailey, the EPC
chair, said he had reviewed the proposal but was not prepared to
comment on it.
Senator Ellie Kleinman spearheaded the project. Kleinman,
along with other senators, wrote to German, Russian and Asian
Languages professor Gloria Ascher, chair of the Academic Minors
Committee, to express concern over the current interdisciplinary

WEATHER FORECAST

Wednesday

minors program and lack of support for departmental minors.
Kleinman said she was frustrated at the slow progress, but Ascher
said that her committee would get to it after taking care of other
business.
The interdisciplinary program was very small — 14 members
— and Kleinman said that her initiative would be an improvement
on the interdisciplinary program and would decrease the number
of double majors. Senator Jeanine Becker said she thought the
EPC would have problems with the proposal, mostly with regard
to organization and the added work required of professors.
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BATTLE OF THE SEXES, DAY ONE
When it comes to off-campus living, which sex is the superior one? The Daily’s Features section
took numerous polls and even held two battles (see tomorrow’s and Wednesday’s papers) in
an effort to examine the prowess of upperclassmen living off the Hill. Today’s article centers on
money management, one of the four topics investigated.

For guys and girls, gadgets, heating and
nights on the town add up to big bucks

...celebrate the arrival of
spring

W

hile we spend next week vacationing on the beach, the

mountains, or our couch back home,
most of us will forget a very important
date: Mar. 20 marks the first day of spring,
not to mention my birthday — sorry, but I
had to throw that in there.

CORBIS

BY

LIZ YATES

Daily Editorial Board

A Tufts student takes a break
between classes in the third story of
the campus center. Shifting through
songs on his $399 iPod, he uses his
matching $2,499 Mac PowerBook G4
to check the delivery status of his
newest shipment of Brooks Brothers
oxford-cloth button-ups ($75 each),
simultaneously calling his suitemate
with his $499 Motorola Razr phone to
ask about lunch.
Although this profile may not apply
to the majority of Tufts students, it
is not an unlikely one. With college
students buying new technological
gadgets as quickly as Apple can make
them, the starving student seems to
be a thing of the past.
“I see students as a little more
extravagant, in the consumer spending mode,” said Tufts alumna Maureen
Sakakeeny (E ‘84). “They didn’t have
iPods when I went to Tufts, but if they
had, I wouldn’t have owned one.”
“Most of the kids I knew in college
came from bigger backgrounds than I
did,” said Tufts Medical School alumnus Rob Dretler (M ‘78). “It’s probably

the same for working-class students
today, but probably even harder now.
“Elite schools now are much more
divided,” he added. “The cost of tuition
when I went to Tufts was $3,500 a year.
Now, [if your parents can’t afford to
pay for it], you’re looking at a debt
that could buy a house.”
Though the spending habits of Tufts
students span a great range, managing a budget generally becomes even
more difficult for students when they
move off-campus. Not only are students responsible for keeping track
of book and party costs, budgets are
complicated by the cost of meals,
utilities and incidentals such as toilet paper: If your IBM Thinkpad cost
$2,000, how are you supposed to have
money left over for dish soap?
“Bills really suck,” senior Brian
Potskowski said. “You get like 100 of
them.”
The heating bill has proved to be a
common point of contention among
Tufts students of both sexes living offcampus.
“The sticker shock of the heating bill
can be pretty rough,” senior Michael
Sparandara said.
“When the winter comes, try to have

an understanding about the heat,”
senior Mark Sigal said. “Some people
turn up the heat, some just put a
sweater on.”
Potskowski and his housemates
attempted to cut some corners to
lower costs. “We just bought all of
this plastic to put over the windows,
to cut down on the heating bill,” he
said. “But we haven’t actually put it
up yet. It’s still sitting in the middle
of the living room in big boxes. Yes, in
February.”
By the time students move off campus, most are nearing the age of 21
and are more likely to spend free time
at off-campus events, further stretching their budgets.
According to a national poll conducted by Tutor2u, an organization
“supporting teachers and inspiring
students,” expenditure on non-essential items such as non-course-related
travel, entertainment, clothes and
consumer goods by college students
under the age of 26 has increased by
25 percent since 1994.
Students agree that once they
start going “out on the town” — as
see SPENDING, page 4

These Greek organizations aren’t just for partying
Cultural sororities and fraternities are geared towards community service
BY

ELEONORA KINNICUTT
Contributing Writer

Many Tufts undergrads
view fraternities as a mainstay of weekend social life.
But many Greek organizations — such as Delta Sigma
Theta, Alpha Rho Lambda
and
Lambda
Upsilon
Lambda — have a broader
purpose.
Delta Sigma Theta, Alpha
Rho Lambda and Lambda
Upsilon Lambda may sound
like any other Greek chapter on campus, but they are
just a few of the 11 cultural
and ethnic fraternities and
sororities open to the Tufts
student body.
Each is a member of
the Bicultural Inter-Greek
Council. According to the
Tufts Greek Web site, the
Bicultural
Inter-Greek
Council
is
specifically
designed “to help coordinate activities with the citywide, historically AfricanAmerican and Latino/a fraternities and sororities in
the Boston area.”
Unlike the other Greek
chapters on campus, the
cultural and ethnic fraternities and sororities are not
just for Tufts. Members hail
from several different colleges and universities around
the Boston area.

Todd Sullivan, Director
of Fraternity and Sorority
Affairs, described the development of the ethnic and
cultural Greek life as a student response to the civil
rights movement 50 years
ago.

On paper, the
aims and purposes of all the fraternities and sororities
are similar. In practice,
however, the culturally
based fraternities and
sororities are the ones
that do more community service.

“

”

Todd Sullivan,
Directory of Fraternity and
Sorority Affairs

“In the 1950s and 1960s,
the white fraternities and
sororities got rid of their
discriminatory policies,” he
said.
“Such an act was tied in

with the civil rights movement, and after that, the
focus was less on not getting into white fraternities,
but rather it became about
promoting the culture,” he
added.
Sullivan emphasized how
much more diverse Greek
groups are today, mainly
because of broader social
change. For example, “if a
white student has grown up
in a predominantly AfricanAmerican neighborhood,
they will feel more comfortable in an African-American
fraternity or sorority,” he
said.
According to Sullivan, the
similarities and differences
between Greek life on the
Hill and the cultural Greek
life in Boston come down to
the missions and goals of the
organizations.
“On paper, the aims and
purposes of all the fraternities and sororities are similar. In practice, however, the
culturally based fraternities
and sororities are the ones
that do more community
service,” he said.
Tufts junior Jasmine
Manley is a member of the
Delta Sigma Theta, a historically African-American
sorority — and the only
African-American
sorority currently active at Tufts

University.
Founded on Jan. 13, 1913
at Howard University by
22 undergraduate women,
Delta Sigma Theta is a nonprofit organization that promotes academic excellence
while aiding those in need.
Manley said that many of
the cultural and ethnic fraternities and sororities were
in fact founded by AfricanAmerican students years ago
while they were attending
predominately white universities and institutions.
Such students, Manley
explained, were in need of
a support system mainly
because they were simply
not able to assimilate into
the white fraternities and
sororities.
Manley’s experience as a
member has been a positive one. She said that she
decided to join Delta Sigma
Theta “because I felt that this
ethnic sorority had a different agenda from that of the
other sororities on campus,
mainly because their mission is centered on AfricanAmerican issues and giving
back to the community.”
In addition to furthering
African-American causes,
Manley said that Delta Sigma
Theta is above all a pubsee CULTURAL, page 4

So why not begin to celebrate the arrival
of the Vernal Equinox and push springtime into Boston a little earlier this year? A
few changes in your wardrobe or décor are
bound to drive away the winter blues.
While black may have been all the rage
this past fall season, a little color can bring
some cheer to these cold days. Ditch your
black sweater for a pastel version in mint
green, baby pink or lemon yellow. Or trade
in your Burberry scarf for a more colorful
neck warmer for a little springtime flair.
Even if you don’t want to dive into spring
with pastel accents, your clothing can still
smell the part with Bounce dryer sheets in a
fresh Spring Awakening scent.
Or simply pick up a new perfume that
brings you into a springtime garden with
floral delights. “Gardenia Passion” by Annick
Goutal, found at Neiman Marcus, is sure to
do the trick.
Not the perfume type? Try a springtime
scent in the shower. You can pick up a bottle
of Suave Naturals Lavender shampoo at any
drugstore. The light flowery overtone will
delight your senses, not to mention those
around you.
After hopping out of the shower, slap on
a new moisturizer. Crabtree & Evelyn, found
at Copley mall, offers a Spring Rain Scented
body lotion. The line is also featured in
an array of soaps, oils and scented drawer
papers. While you’re stuck in your room
finishing that take-home midterm, you can
at least pretend you are in the countryside
smelling fresh morning dew.
Aside from wardrobe and scents, décor
is a sure way to jumpstart the springtime
mood. Pick up some fresh flowers on your
way back from your internship or stop by
a flower store and buy longer-lasting eye
candy such as a bromeliad.
I had bought one for my room back in
October and it is still flourishing. Even better, the plant I purchased from Costco only
cost $12! The long green leaves and interesting red flower adds a cheerful addition
to my room. Another plus? The plant only
requires weekly watering, allowing for easy
care.
If you completely lack a green thumb,
there’s another way to bring spring’s flowers to your room. Order a “Moodtape” from
Amazon entitled “Nature’s Bouquet” and
play the relaxing film in the background as
you work on a paper or study for a test. The
colorful flowers and peaceful melodies are
sure to release a soothing and cheery aura.
If your workload is light, try watching
an actual movie that features glorious
spring scenery like Eric Rohmer’s “A Tale
of Springtime.” The 1990 Oscar-nominated
film not only stunningly captures the French
countryside, but it also has a romantic story
filled with humor and beauty.
While watching your film of choice, prepare a springtime beverage. My friend’s
mother used to make a drink she called
Spring Fling. She cut up fresh cucumbers,
lemon and mint and then soaked the ingredients in a pitcher of vodka and sugar overnight. The next day she added sparkling
water and ice and served the beverage garnished with the leftover mint.
The refreshing liquid had us all celebrating spring upon first taste.
Whatever you decide to do, good luck
with your last week before the break and I
hope all of you celebrate spring wherever
your travels may take you.
Sydne Summer is a senior majoring in
English. She can be reached via e-mail at
sydne.summer@tufts.edu.
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Oral gonorrhea symptoms
may seem deceptively minor
STD
continued from page 1

the penis, a burning sensation
during urination and abdominal pain. Symptoms in women
are similar but also include
abdominal bleeding and irregular vaginal discharge.
According to Higham, students should “be alert,” as
symptoms can be mild, leading
those infected to believe their
occurrence is nothing significant.
The posted signs only warned
against gonorrhea, but Higham
said that other STDs, such as
human papillomavirus (HPV)
— the virus type that causes
genital warts — are much more
common.
Health Services diagnoses
HPV “at least weekly, if not
daily,” Higham said.
Mozes said that Health
Services does not run educational programs on particular
STDs, partially because of the
lack of student time and interest.
“It is pulling teeth to get anyone to come to any outreach
event on health,” she said.
She noted that some students
were thankful for the announcements, and said that students
are not necessarily uninterested
in sexual health, but are preoccupied with their busy schedules.
Mozes is currently working with the Student Health
Advisory Board (SHAB) to find
out how to best educate students about issues of sexual
health and safety.
Mozes said the SHAB is “trying to get substantially more
input from students,” adding
that “it’s pretty hard to get a

consensus.”
Yarbrough said that in addition to hosting discussions in
small groups throughout the
year, the LGBT Center is planning on bringing a speaker to
the LGBT Men’s Group in April
to discuss sexual health.
Although no cases of gonorrhea were diagnosed in female
students this semester, Higham
said that females are typically
diagnosed with gonorrhea more
often than males, partly due to
the fact that that females are
often tested for the infection
more often than males are.
“Women routinely get tested”
during regular gynecological
exams, Higham said. “Not too
many guys come in for routine
testing.”
She added that testing for
STDs can be expensive and
not always covered by insurance policies, but that the Tufts
Student Health Plan provides
full coverage for STD testing.
Higham said that Health
Services has worked to lower
the costs of STD screening so
that men will have as little trouble as possible getting tested.
Gonorrhea tests currently cost
$42 at Health Services.
Still, “a lot of students go off
campus for testing,” she said.
The students who were diagnosed with gonorrhea were
treated for it at Tufts, although
Higham said that in the past,
students have been hospitalized
after contracting the infection.
Higham said that Tufts Health
Service follows the guidelines of
the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health (MDPH) in
treating STDs. MDPH guidelines
recommend treating gonorrhea
with the antibiotic Ceftriaxone.
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Living off-campus strains student finances
SPENDING
continued from page 3

opposed to enjoying free
entertainment offered at venues like on-campus frat houses
— things can get expensive.
“Since we’re 21 now, I think
we spend a lot more because
we don’t go to frats where
there is free beer,” senior Mary
Humphreys said. “We go out to
dinner and end up spending
a lot of money on dinner and
drinks.”
“I’ve spent a lot more money
this past year than I did as
an underclassman,” senior
Therese Corsello said. “But
there are ways to cut costs. My
friends and I try to get guys to
buy us drinks at the bar, and
when that doesn’t work, there’s
always the flask in my purse.”
It is more unlikely for
females to buy males a drink
while partying at a club or bar.
Sigal reports that his extracurricular spending averages
about $30 for a night out at
the bars. ( That number goes
up if he ends up “splurging on

drinks for people.”)
Fellow senior Lionel Yarmon
reports that when he goes out,
given the costs of taxis, drinks
and cover charges, he spends
anywhere from $15-$70 per
night, “depending on how
crazy it gets.”
The off-campus students
interviewed reported spending
an average of about $75 a week
on groceries (for those without meal plans), $30 a week
on entertainment, $25 a week
on utilities and $10 a week on
incidentals.
This was calculated barring
any splurges or emergencies
that might occur.
Humphreys suggests planning ahead when it comes to
finances. “People have to learn
how to prioritize their spending,” she said. “Before every
month you need to set aside a
plan for how much money you
can spend on alcohol, food,
school supplies and various
other spending, and adhere to
it pretty firmly or else you will
find yourself in a bind at the
end.”

“Setting a budget is really helpful,” Corsello added.
“With the leftover money, you
can always go splurge at the
mall.”
Shopping is a luxury that
(unsurprisingly) seems to get
girls in trouble more often
than it does guys.
“I want to look good when
I go out,” Corsello said. “All
a guy has to do is buy a new
shirt now and then. Girls have
to buy all new outfits... not to
mention shoes and makeup.”
In general, however, students
today seem to be spending a
significantly larger amount of
money than previous generations.
Sakakeeny,
currently
a
counselor in the Tufts Career
Services Office, feels that it
would be wise for students to
be more financially prudent
than they are.
“I was very conservative,
and it paid off in the longrun,” Sakakeeny said. “I didn’t
come out of school with debt,
and I didn’t feel like I drove my
parents to the poor house.”

Cultural Greek organizations not Tufts-specific
CULTURAL
continued from page 3

lic service organization with
national and global aims.
Cultural sorority Delta Psi
Delta also focuses heavily on
community service.
“We... work on a regular
basis with organizations like
the March of Dimes, Annual
AIDS/Breast Cancer walks, etc,”
said Delta Psi Delta sister and
Tufts junior Ivy Cheng, who
described Delta Psi Delta as “a
community-focused sorority so
apart from typical sisterhood

bonding-type activities.”
In addition to their high level
of community service, cultural
Greek organizations’ relatively
small size attracted Cheng.
“I think the close-knit-ness
that this small size engenders
is a large part of what has made
being in this sorority so rewarding for me,” Cheng said.
“There’s just so much opportunity to get to know each and
every sister on a very personal
basis that I think larger sororities are hard-put to match,” she
said.

But above all, it was the cultural nature of the organization
that attracted Cheng. “I personally value ‘multicultural’ sororities that strive to break the stereotype of all-white-girl sororities by integrating, or trying to
integrate, girls from all types
of cultures and backgrounds,”
Cheng said.
“The goal of Delta Psi Sigma
is to be a multicultural organization, not merely a sorority,
for those from one or several
minority backgrounds,” Cheng
added.
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MOVIE REVIEW

It’s not quite Shakespeare, but this ‘Winter’ is still a good tale
BY

MIKE ADAMS

Daily Staff Writer

Have you ever asked yourself
what happened to the cast of “Elf”
(2003) after Christmas? It almost

Winter Passing
Starring Zooey Deschanel, Will
Ferrell
Directed by Adam Rapp

seems too perfect that Will Ferrell
and Zooey Deschanel’s new film
is called “Winter Passing,” as it
marks a departure from the silly
comedies of Ferrell’s past. This is
not to say that Ferrell is not funny
in his new role — such a change
would likely repel much of the
film’s audience. Rather, the casting of Ferrell aims to put him in a
role in which his wacky antics no
longer serve as the focal point of
a story.
The movie opens with a
showcase of Deschanel’s superb
vocal talents as her character, a
struggling actress, auditions for
a role. Shortly after, the viewer
witnesses the intense depression
and emotional instability of this

troubled character who seems to
be looking for happiness in all
the wrong places. An encounter
with an author drives her to seek
out her estranged father, a retired
famous writer (Ed Harris), to try
to recover his old manuscripts.
During her time at home,
Deschanel is expecting the same
traumatic childhood experiences
that she was accustomed to. Soon
she discovers her father’s entirely
new lifestyle, which includes two
unexpected boarders, Will Ferrell
and Amelia Warner, who have
taken over the house. The movie
is based loosely on Shakespeare’s
“A Winter’s Tale,” mainly in the
sense that it demonstrates the
healing, renewing force of time.
The plotline is a bit trite and
overdone: Exploration of issues
such as the difficulty of parenthood, overcoming drug addiction, the value of family and
uncovering one’s true personality are the easiest and most used
backdrops of all. Dealing with
such unoriginality of plot means
that the actors and filmmakers
must work overtime to pull off
an enjoyable movie-going experience.
Most of the credit for saving

STRATUS FILM COMPANY

Will Ferrell tries to take down his opponent in a very intense staring contest.
the film rests with Deschanel.
Her mixture of feigned sincerity
and full-blown manic depression

elicits a level of pity that can
make even skeptics sympathize
with her otherwise-hackneyed

emotional problems. She stays
see WINTER, page 7

ALBUM REVIEW

Tufts’ theMark hits the bullseye
BY

ALEX GOLUB-SASS

Contributing Writer

Over the past few years, the music
scene of the Tufts community has had a
shadow cast upon it by theMark. With a

Blackouts of Whitecaps
theMark
http://www.themarkmusic.com

THEMARK

Despite Farris’ literary references elsewhere on the album, “Blackouts of Whitecaps” does
not begin with the words “Call me Ishmael.”

current incarnation made up of seniors
Paul Farris, Alec Eiffel, and Jordan
DeLiso, recent grad Jason Autore, and
non-Tufts newcomer Jay Lovell, theMark
has opened Spring Fling and has played
everywhere from Hotung to local clubs
(including The Paradise and Avalon).
Unlike many college bands, theMark
has a professional sound. In fact, the
band doesn’t consider itself to be a “college band.”
“I would consider us to be more
of a regional band,” said lead singer
Paul Farris, “We’ve played in 10 states,
including all over New England and the

East Coast.”
Late February saw the release of theMark’s third studio work, “Blackouts of
Whitecaps.” It is complex, well-arranged
and full — all qualities usually lacking
from independently released EPs.
The first song, “Jekyll Walks,” sets a
strong pace for the album. Eiffel rips
power chords alongside equally strong
drumming, but the edge of the music
subsides, allowing Farris to accent the
song with his lyrics. The lulls in intensity, however, are short-lived as “Jekyll
Walks” shifts into fifth gear, and we see
an entirely different side of the song.
Farris’ strong and impassioned vocals
guide the song through the dark introspective that is “Jekyll Walks.”
“The song is about the split within one’s conscience,” said Farris, who,
along with Eiffel, writes theMark’s lyrics. “I get a lot of the lyrics from my own
experience, but I try not to sound too
epic,” said Farris, who uses the literary
metaphors of Dante and Robert Louis
Stevenson in his song writing.
see THEMARK, page 7

THEATER REVIEW

If nothing else, ‘Moonchildren’ does much for nostalgia
BY

MELISSA LEE

Daily Staff Writer

If you thought college life in the sixties was a psychedelic era all about wild
sex and drugs, you’re wrong. Well, you

Moonchildren
Written by Michael Weller
Through March 18
At the Cambridge Family YMCA Theatre
$10-15

might not be wrong, but don’t expect
that to be the central focus of Zeropoint
Production’s “Moonchildren,” featuring
Tufts alumnus George Rausch (LA ‘05). As
it turns out, there were important issues
going on.

The play, showing this weekend at the
Cambridge Family YMCA, touts itself as a
comedy. Michael Weller’s “Moonchildren”
takes place entirely within an apartment
in the 1969-1970 school year, as several college seniors live together and deal
with their lives through the filter of the
“peace movement.”
Dealing with life in this case means
planning for life beyond college and coping with the landlord and a wound-up
neighbor, the police, grades and relationship issues (so there was a lot of sex in
the sixties). The friends also get wrapped
up in the political turmoil of peace rallies
and getting drafted to Vietnam.
Actor Michael DiLoreto puts a good
comedic twist on his character of Norman,
a neurotic graduate student devoted to
his radical ideas. As Norman’s hippie
girlfriend Shelley, Rebecca Loveys also

creates a lovable, entertaining character.
Dawson Hill and Keith E. Survillas are
over the top in their efforts to make
their respective characters, Mike and Mel
(also known as Cootie), the comic relief.
Unfortunately, their acting and Survillas’
stage makeup are a little too exaggerated,
and they are still not that funny.
Mike Bash does a good job of defining his character, Dick, as the selfish,
sex-crazed friend. Jumbo alum Rausch is
also good at creating distinct character
traits for Bob, who tries to create a new
persona as Job. Bob is sullen, detached
and cynical but his breakdown isn’t quite
convincing enough.
Louis Pasquale and Dan Schuettinger
portray Mr. Willis and Lucky with just the
right amounts of realism and sarcasm. Zoe
see MOONCHILDREN, page 7

ZERO POINT PRODUCTION

This young man still resents not being very
good at finger painting.
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Arts Briefs

Funnyman Ferrell still hits the funny bone in ‘Passing’

LOS ARRESTADOS DEVELOPMENT

WINTER

To most undergrads, the Fletcher School
might as well be an impenetrable fortress
in the middle of campus. Shrouded in
mystery, it seems that their grad students
only escape its premises to check out
stacks of books at the library. Though it
may be hard to believe, Fletcher students
have interests outside of studying law and
diplomacy and debating the intricacies of
the Dubai ports deal for hours and hours
on end.
In fact, Fletcher even has its own rock
band, Los Arrestados. Recently, the band
performed several cover songs, including Latin numbers like “Vivir Sin Aire”
by Maná (from Mexico), “Irresponsables”
by Babasónicos (Argentina), along side
songs like the Rolling Stone’s “Satisfaction”
and Night Ranger’s “Sister Christian,” for
Fletcher’s Latin America Group’s Fiesta
Latina. Wanting to play at least once more
for both friends and fellow students before
they graduate, Los Arrestados will be playing at Brown and Brew this Tuesday at 9
p.m free of charge.

continued from page 5

COURTESY ANDREW DIXON

in perfect character throughout — first
frail, pale, shaky, insecure and then
increasingly jovial, in order to emphasize
her transition to stability. The moment
when she smiles for the first time is a
dramatic relief for an audience who has
endured an intense emotional spiral.
The brilliant cinematography parallels this transition. The most noticeable
way in which the effect is achieved,
however, is the way in which the cameras selectively capture light. In true
Shakespearean form, the physical brightness of the set follows the brightness of
the lead role, as the first scenes are only
shot at night or in the rain. A few rays
of sunlight creep through as Deschanel
starts to interact with her new housemates, and finally, the end of the film
is as bright and cheery as the inevitable
happy ending.
All three supporting actors contribute in their own way, but, as you would
expect, Ferrell sets himself apart. It may
seem an awkward casting choice to
have his usual lighthearted character
appear in a serious film, but this setting
only makes his humor stand out more.
From his very first line, each of Ferrell’s
appearances brings the audience to
tears. Keeping in mind that his funnier

STRATUS FILM COMPANY

With a housemate like Ferrell, who wouldn’t look tortured?
moments were most likely ad libs, this
film is evidence that Ferrell still has his
magic against any kind of backdrop and
will likely continue to be cast in more
diverse roles as a result.
The main question is whether the
brilliant performances and camerawork

overpower the lack of originality in the
script. There is no concrete answer to
this, but it is certain that even if you
hate the storyline, any lover of film will
appreciate the often-subtle elements
that make “Winter Passing” a depressingly great time at the movies.

Musically complex EP delivers the goods If you remember
the moon...
MOONCHILDREN

SCREENING RAISES AWARENESS OF
UGANDAN ISSUE
Armed with a canvassing tactic more
powerful than buttons and slogans, the
filmmakers of “Invisible Children” will
present their documentary tomorrow
night in Barnum Hall. Their campaign,
consisting of a national film screening
tour, is meant to draw attention to the
struggle of thousands of “night commuters” — Ugandan children attempting to escape forced conscription into
Joseph Kony’s Lord’s Resistance Army
(LRA). These children flee their homes
at nightfall and hike to safer areas to
run away from the LRA, hoping to avoid
the fate of those who haven’t escaped
who have been brainwashed, murdered,
or trained to kill. Said Pangea member
Lyle Friedman, “The audience gets to
see these children as they talk about the
terrors the LRA forces them through, but
you can also see where their childhood
has not left them yet.”
Filmmakers Jason Russell, Laren Poole,
and Bobby Bailey, who are attempting to
raise awareness and funds to help feed
and educate the “night commuters,” will
be in Barnum to engage in a discussion of
the documentary following its screening.
The event, cosponsored by the University
College, Pangea, Communications and
Media Studies, Media and Public Service,
and the Experimental College, will begin
at 7:30 p.m.

BOSTON BALLET HITS A ‘GRAND
SLAM’
Don’t feel bad if you weren’t able to
snag those tickets to Bermuda — there’s
plenty to do over spring break right here in
Beantown. Ballet enthusiasts — and even
those who’d pass on frilly tutus — should
check out Boston Ballet’s “Grand Slam,”
a slick and sexy modern dance feature
of original new choreography and contemporary inspirations. This feisty, collaborative program features the world
premiere of “Up and Down,” by composer
Alexander Glazunov and famed choreographer Mark Morris; the world premiere of
choreographer Helen Pickett’s “Etesian”;
“Plan to B,” written by Heinrich von Biber
and choreographed by Jorma Elo; and
“Lambarena,” a combo of J.S. Bach and
traditional African music with choreography by Van Caniparoli. Performances
start Thursday, Mar. 16, and run through
Sunday the 26th. Tickets can be purchased
at http://www.telecharge.com.
— Compiled by Greg Connor, Kate Drizos,
and Rita Reznikova

continued from page 5

Weingart wears different hats in the
production as both “Moonchildren”’s
costume designer and as Kathy, Bob’s
girlfriend. Unfortunately, she is not
terribly successful at either of these
roles.
The costumes do not seem to have
much effort put into them. Often,
they look like something the actors
pulled out of their own closets and
glued patches onto. Additionally,
Kathy’s whiny indecision and irrational actions — which seem to be her
only personality traits — make her an
annoying character.
Shay Fitzpatrick’s portrayal of Bob’s
Uncle Murray leaves something to be
desired, exemplified in his artificial
crying scene that starts too suddenly
and detracts from the momentum of
the show.
THEMARK

In their free time, members of theMark double as phrenology experts.

THEMARK
continued from page 5

Throughout the EP, the music and
lyrics complement each other well.
“Musically, ‘Blackouts of Whitecaps’
is really chaotic and fast and exciting,” said guitarist and backup vocalist
Eiffel. Said bassist Autore, “There’s a
ton of stuff going on in the song, which
makes it extremely interesting to both
listen to and play.”

Late February saw the
release of theMark’s third
studio work, “Blackouts
of Whitecaps.” It is complex, well-arranged and
full — all qualities usually lacking from independently released EPs.
According to theMark, all of the
band’s members write the music as
a collaborative effort. This collaboration can be heard as the band works
together through difficult musical transitions. Farris’s vocals have a
unique timbre and tone that reach all
the high notes, with a seldom-seen
fullness that makes even the casual lis-

tener stop and listen. Eiffel and Autore
play together as if they share the same
musical mind, exhibiting virtuosity
beyond their years.
Between a few of the songs on
“Blackouts of Whitecaps,” there are
short instrumentals that help connect
the overall feel of the album as the tone
of the songs changes from pessimistic
to optimistic. Early songs like “Canto
12” and “Defect and Descend” are full
of energy, with ominous lyrics about
loss of control, panic and betrayal.
The album begins to climb with the
song “Compass Points,” a song about
searching for the silver lining and trying to find optimism.
The album truly starts to climax,
however, with the second instrumental,
culminating with the song “Sapphire.”
This song is a strong outro for EP, ending with the lyrics “Where we came
forth / and once more saw the stars /
and it was beautiful.”
TheMark does not sound identical
to other bands; however, its music is
somewhat familiar. With “Blackouts of
Whitecaps,” the band sounds almost
like Incubus on the “Make Yourself”
album, except with a fuller and more
defined sound.
TheMark plays fierce music that
proves there is a future for rock and
roll. This EP, currently available at
www.themarkmusic.com, is definitely
one that should find its way into your
iPod. Whether you live for rock or just
need a few high octane songs to keep
you going at the gym, theMark delivers
what you’re looking for.

If you thought college life
in the sixties was a psychedelic era all about wild sex
and drugs, you’re wrong.
For the most part, the supporting
actors’ performances are superior
to those of the lead actors (the college seniors inhabiting the apartment). Unfortunately, talented
minor characters are lost without
strong leads.
The scene with Ralph, the encyclopedia salesman, is the best and
funniest moment of the play, which is
not saying very much for a supposed
comedy. With her snappy dialogue
and petulant actions, actress Alyssa
Jayne Hale’s scene as Bream the police
officer provides another entertaining
moment.
While the play contains some other
good jokes, these sporadic moments
of humor are not enough to hold up
the entire production. For a comedy,
“Moonchildren” gets too serious as it
progresses. This turbulent show is not
nearly as daring as it could be.
Some random aspects of the play do
not make sense, at least not to a college
student of the new millennium. Why
do these characters drink and collect
so many milk bottles? However, older
audiences will relate much better and
laugh a lot more. Their enjoyment of
“Moonchildren” will likely stem from
nostalgia, not from the costumes, acting, or storyline.
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Modernization is not westernization
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One of the most important aspects
of globalization is the ability to access
and deliver information instantaneously around the world.
This mass diffusion of information,
combined with an increasing facilitation of travel, has introduced a variety
of cultures to each other, and has frequently instigated conflict.
The notion of a clash of civilizations
has existed for centuries. The difference now is that the current confrontation envelops all of society, not just
the adventurous or privileged.
With the democratization of information comes many problems, and
the portrayal of different cultures
can become greatly skewed when the
information providers begin to suffer
from 'group think.'
Now, as different ideologies emerge
and become immediately disseminated, what we begin to see is not the
conglomeration and moderation of
different ideas, but the polarization of
ideas.
In the competition of so many different ideas and cultures, only the
most extreme get noticed. It is through
this polarization that everyone from
American politicians to Islamic terrorists are able to hijack and exploit the
extremist sensitivities of the public.

This polarization is the complete
opposite direction of the one that
should be taken. As technology has
brought our world even closer, it is
also necessary to use this technology
to ensure that we are able to coexist in
a globalized world.
Gordon Gecko, a character in “Wall
Street,” once said that information
was the most valuable commodity he
knew of. We must exploit every aspect
of this commodity.
Information technology has brought
the Islamic world closer to the western
world. While modernization is often
portrayed as part of the evils of western capitalism, it is by no means a
western phenomenon, and can be easily utilized by cultures everywhere.
The Islamic golden age was one of
enlightenment and major advances in
math and science.
Our current number system is
Arabic, and the binary system on
which computers rely could not exist
were it not for the invention of the
notion of zero by the ancient Arabs.
Western society was able to gather
a wealth of information from Arabic
discoveries, and it would be foolish for
cooperation not to flow the opposite
direction.
Numerous western innovations

have helped develop our globalized
world, and made possible the economic success of western industrial
democracies.
This is not to say these technologies cannot be applied in other ways,
to suit the local context. There are
many ways to build an economy, but
ignoring advantages which are readily
available is not one of them.
The incorporation of modern technology is not equivalent to an acceptance of the values of the culture from
which they come. In and of itself,
technology is apolitical; it is only its
applications that make it controversial.
Many of the growing tensions
between the western and Islamic
worlds stem from disconnects of many
types.
Besides a technology disconnect,
there are also educational and economic disparities, likely a result of the
former gap.
In order to bridge these gaps and
develop a culture of understanding,
the myths associating modernization
and westernization must be dispelled.
While it may be that technology is
western in its current form, it is highly
versatile, and it must be used to disseminate valuable information.
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Troops have skewed views on why they’re in Iraq
DAILY LOBO
The Iraq war has had an inarguably
divisive effect on the American people,
but the one area on which most on
either side of the debate seem to be
united is in supporting the troops.
Whether with magnetic yellow-ribbon bumper stickers, care packages,
or protests to bring them home, most
Americans have indignantly claimed
that they — and often they alone —
support the 135,000 or so soldiers in
Iraq at any given time.
Amazingly, with all these diverse
groups claiming to represent the interests of the average American soldier, no
one seems to have bothered to figure
out what exactly the average American
soldier believes are his or her interests
— until last week.
Zogby International, one of the preeminent polling organizations in the

world, announced it had conducted the
first-ever scientific poll of troops serving in a war zone, and the results are
very surprising.
It’s not so suprising because 72 percent believe the United States should
withdraw within the next year — and
more than a third of those favor immediate withdrawal.
Though this is a significant point,
and should be taken into account by the
politicians making policy that affects
these soldiers, the far more disturbing
figure is buried deeper in the poll’s figures.
While less than one-quarter of the
troops believe “establishing a democracy that can be a model for the Arab
world” is a main or major reason for the
war, an amazing 85 percent of American
forces in Iraq believe they are there, in
the words of the poll, “to retaliate for
Saddam’s role in the 9/11 attacks.”
In addition, 77 percent also believe

the goal was to stop Saddam from protecting al-Qaida in Iraq.
Where did they get this information? How could it be so widespread
by accident? No one in the high ranks
of the Bush administration has ever
explicitly made the former claim —
for which there is no evidence — and
both the nonpartisan 9/11 Commission
and President Bush himself publicly
acknowledged there was no evidence of
the latter.
Soldiers should never be in a position
in which they put their lives on the line
for the wrong reasons, and it is tragic
that most of our troops are in such a
position now.
Whether you believe the antiwar
crowd or the stay-the-course supporters are truly acting in the interests of
American soldiers, anyone who implicitly or explicitly claims such misleading
reasons for fighting and dying in Iraq is
most certainly not.
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Understanding ‘under God’

BENJAMIN BELL | SPARE ME

BY

Iraq, Iran and another
dangerous neo-con

I

t was three years ago this month
that President Bush ordered the
initial air campaign against Iraq.

Shortly after the intense bombardment,
a general invasion led by the United
States commenced. The fall of Saddam
Hussein’s oppressive regime soon followed. Things couldn’t have gone better.
Since then, things have gotten complicated. Reconstructing Iraq has turned
into a much more difficult process than
the Bush Administration had anticipated. Billions of dollars have been spent
and thousands of people have died. But
this is a war, and war is not easy or fun,
and it’s usually not short.
The United States is fighting tooth and
nail to bring democracy to the people of
Iraq, and it is engaged in a very serious
battle for control of the country. But I am
confident that the United States will be
able to succeed. We have the technology,
the military, and the leadership.
However, the United States must
remain resolute through these difficult
times. It is undeniably essential that the
United States stabilize Iraq before leaving, which will allow the country to have
a legitimate chance at a continued success. If the United States succumbs to
pressure to withdraw early, all will be
lost.
The United States owes both the
American soldiers and the countless
number of Iraqis who have died complete and total vindication. This will only
come with a stable, democratized Iraq.
There is no time for second thoughts or
protest. The United States must move
forward because the fact of the matter is
that the United States overthrew the government in Iraq, and it has an obligation
to ensure that the new government has
adequate control before it leaves.
As the United States continues to battle
the insurgents in Iraq, neighboring Iran
is actively seeking to exploit the situation to its own advantage. There is now a
preponderance of evidence that suggests
Iran has intended for quite some time to
construct a nuclear weapons program
that could certainly threaten the United
States and its allies, especially Israel.
While many people may be tempted to
rule out military action against Iran, the
United States must take the appropriate action to protect its interests and its
people.
Iran has already publicly denied the
Holocaust, instigated cartoon-related
violence and called for the annihilation
of Israel. Most recently, Iran has promised the United States “harm and pain”
for its efforts to push the international
community to confront Iran on its nuclear program. Underestimating the potential destructive power of a nuclear-armed
Iran would be a grave mistake. It is not
something the United States can risk.
Many people have expressed confusion
when attempting to explain the rhetoric
and action of the Iranian government
see BELL, page 10
Do you think Ben is a terrible person/
writer? Are you disgusted by his arrogance?
Would you like to silence him? If so, he can
be reached at benjamin.bell@tufts.edu
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PATRICK ROATH

“...one nation, under God,
indivisible, with liberty and
justice for all.”
Most Tufts students who
attended public schools
have had the experience
of recanting this familiar
refrain each day during at
least some point in their
pre-collegiate educational
career.
For me, as for many, the
words were delivered over a
tinny loudspeaker, to whose
sound our class would automatically jump to our collective feet, with our hands
firmly over our hearts.
Everyone would, except
for maybe one or two kids,
who sat awkwardly silent as
the rest of their classmates
avowed their patriotism.
Most of these silent students sat because their
parents had told them to.
Although it seemed so at
the time, their parents were
not motivated by a sadistic desire to embarrass
their children. Rather, they
objected to the affirmation
of a heavenly identity within
the context of a nationalistic
oath, imparted in the words
“under God.”
To these parents, as well
as to atheists and civil libertarians everywhere, Michael
Newdow is a hero. The man
who challenged the Pledge
of Allegiance before the
Supreme Court, believPatrick Roath is a freshman
who has not declared a major.
He is local vice president of the
Tufts American Civil Liberties
Union and is active in the Tufts
Democrats.

CORBIS

ing that it violated the First
Amendment, fought an
uphill battle on behalf of a
passionate minority. Tufts is
very fortunate to host Mr.
Newdow; he is speaking
tonight, Monday, Mar. 13.
Let me say that during
the Pledge of Allegiance, I
was never one of the sitters.
I state this not to trumpet
any personal patriotism, but
rather to propose an intel-

lectual, rather than spiritual, approach to the sticky
questions surrounding our
Pledge. As a God-fearing
Roman Catholic, I have no
qualms with the deific reference. But tolerance and
respect for the individual
would stay me from reprimanding those who would
question its use in the public realm.
As an atheist, Newdow’s

objection was derived from
grounds with which I don’t
personally associate. Still,
we share a common concern
for the civil liberties that catapulted the issue before the
bench of the nation’s highest
judiciary. In 2000, Newdow
sued his daughter’s school
district, asserting that the
words “under God” amountsee PLEDGE, page 10

The tyranny of kind and nice
BY

MELANIE CLATANOFF

A very disturbing theme emerged in
the Mar. 9 Women’s Week lecture called
“Is There a Female Leadership Crisis”:
Professional and political women fail
because they’re too nice.
IR majors take note: According to State
Senator Pat Jehlen and Gore/Lieberman
2000 National Finance Director Eileen
Kotecki, women are failing in politics
because they’re too polite, too passive
and too unimposing.
This is, of course, emblematic of a huge
social issue, but its implications in politics are especially frightening and pertinent to Tufts. This year Women’s Week is
shining some light on the problem with
events like the leadership lecture and
the upcoming Women and Negotiation
Seminar.
In my high school, they had sociologists come talk to us about “the tyranny of kind and nice,” a term created
by psychologists Carol Gilligan and Lyn
Mikel to explain why teenage girls vent
their aggression in passive, backstabbing
ways, and why girls are in general unable
to be as assertive as boys.
It was shocking to me to hear the
speakers last Thursday discussing how
this same gender gap demonstrates
Melanie Clatanoff is a senior majoring in
French.

itself in politics. Do senators and middle
schoolers really have that much in common?

Basically, girls are socialized
to be pleasant, polite, sweet
and certainly non-threatening. The mistaken cultural
assumption that boys are
simply more aggressive than
girls leads parents and teachers to discourage girls from
asserting themselves.
Significant studies have found that
teenage girls and boys have equal aggressive and competitive drives. But why
do boys hit each other, and girls gossip?
The tyranny of kind and nice. Basically,
girls are socialized to be pleasant, polite,
sweet and certainly non-threatening. The
mistaken cultural assumption that boys
are simply more aggressive than girls
leads parents and teachers to discourage
girls from asserting themselves. Boys will

be boys, while girls are sugar and spice
and everything nice.
But sociologist Rosalind Wiseman and
psychologist Nicki Crick, among others,
say that with a huge amount of aggression building up behind that smile, girls
can’t just be passive. So they become passive-aggressive, which leads to immense
insecurities about their abilities to face
problems head-on.
We must take this outside of the
realm of high school drama and consider the possibility that this is a very
serious problem for Tufts students and
graduates. Both speakers at Thursday’s
event said that the major reason more
women do not succeed in politics is
their lack of self confidence. When asked
about politics, women tend to say, “Oh,
that looks so hard. I don’t think I know
enough about that.” But men just do it.
Kotecki emphasized that women politicians don’t like to ask for money because
it seems pushy and impolite. She has
fundraised for every elected Democratic
senator in Washington since the 1990s,
and has come across problems with
aggression and assertiveness across the
board when it comes to financing female
candidates.
She even had a Kennedy say that she
couldn’t possibly ask for money from her
family to run her campaign; it wouldn’t
see WOMEN, page 10
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Clatanoff says that to succeed in politics women must be more aggressive
WOMEN
continued from page 9

be polite. Clearly, in a business where
money is the highest God, a discomfort
with going out to get some is a huge setback.
Jehlen said that a lack of self-confidence has also prevented women from
influencing politics. Women barely even
vote, especially young single women.
And after years spent doing door-to-door
campaigns and talking to her constituents, Jehlen believes this phenomenon
stems from a sensation among women
that they don’t know enough about the
issues to vote well, or couldn’t possibly
actually make a difference in politics just
by themselves. So they don’t bother to
vote at all.
You don’t have to care about the wage
gap or the glass ceiling or any of those

feminist concerns that are so un-sexy to
talk about to realize that this is a problem for us as Tufts students. According
to Jehlen and Kotecki, women are failing
to reach powerful positions in politics
because they don’t network aggressively,
they don’t fundraise aggressively, and
they don’t negotiate aggressively.
Last time I checked, approximately
every undergrad at Tufts is majoring in
either political science or IR. And over
half of Tufts students are female. All those
female IR majors are going to have a
tough time in their chosen fields if they
don’t become more aware of “feminine”
biases and behaviors.
Yes, this means women like you: It
is easy to think that this isn’t our kind
of problem, since we’re well-educated
women who have been given equal chances with men throughout our University

careers. Clearly, this is not enough. The
tyranny of kind and nice is alive and well
among the best-educated women in our
country, who work in the U.S. Senate and
House of Representatives, in the Office of
the President, in the State Department,
in the Department of Defense, in the UN
and the WTO and in the private sector.
They are still not getting promoted
or elected because they don’t push hard
enough. “We’ve still got to be 10 times
better than our male counterparts to succeed,” Kotecki said. But even being the
best and the brightest isn’t good enough
if no one notices you’re in the room.
This year, Women’s Week focuses on
professional women, and on Tuesday the
14th, there will be a panel and reception
on women and negotiation. How much
do you want to bet that the engineer, the
lawyer, the doctor and the activist who

are on that panel will have very similar
things to say about passivity in women
from their various fields?
College women have got to learn how
to negotiate. We’ve got to learn how to
push and push and not give up until we
get what we want, and we’ve got to stop
worrying about how we look as we’re
doing it.
Thursday’s lecture demonstrated the
severe consequences of this cultural attitude problem towards women. Crawling
out from under the tyranny of kind and
nice probably isn’t going to be easy; just
consider how hard Virginia Woolf found
it to kill the Angel in the House. But
the first step is for Tufts students to put
themselves out there and take advantage
of programming like the women and
negotiation seminar — if they’re serious
about succeeding in politics.

Bell: Just say no to Iran

Objections to ‘under God’ should be heard

BELL

PLEDGE

continued from page 9

these past few months. Why is
Iran not cooperating with the
United States when it knows
that very similar behavior led
to the invasion of Iraq? Why
attempt to escalate the situation?
These questions are difficult
to answer, but I can offer one
explanation. The leaders of
Iran are either clinically psychotic or they don’t actually
believe the United States will
attack Iran. Just recently, a “suicide bombing school” in Iran
threatened to send thousands
of Iranians into Iraq should the
United States attack the Iranian
nuclear facilities.
The Iranians are certainly
counting on the United States
to acquiesce. This is exactly
why the United States must
remain resolute and not negotiate. Giving in is not accept-

able.
So where does the United
States go from here? How
should it proceed in its dealings with Iraq and Iran? First,
the United States must seek
to stabilize Iraq and secure its
borders, but it cannot leave
until this has been done.
Most military analysts claim
that Iran is already actively
participating in the insurgency
in Iraq, so the maniacs running the government in Iran
can spare me their threats.
They are already doing everything they can to maximize the
chance of democratic failure in
Iraq.
I do not advocate the abandonment of diplomacy, but if
Iran fails to negotiate a settlement that is acceptable, then
the United States must again
have the courage to step up to
the plate and remove the threat
posed by Iran.

continued from page 9

ed to an “endorsement of religion,” which is explicitly forbidden by the First Amendment.
Two years later the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
in Newdow’s favor, a decision
reinforced by a subsequent district court case. The Supreme
Court, however, effectively
skirted the issue, dismissing the case on a technicality:
Newdow did not have custody
of his daughter when he originally filed suit.
Since then, Newdow has
vocally advocated for the most
stringent separation between
church and state, as well as
for the closest possible scrutiny
of government encroachment
upon civil liberties.
In our nation’s 230-year history, the words “under God”
have actually only appeared in
the Pledge of Allegiance for 52

years. In 1954 Senator Homer
Ferguson, a Republican from
Michigan, proposed the Pledge
be amended, and on Jun. 8 of
that year, the Congress soundly
endorsed him.
Newdow’s position is that
the legislation enacted on this
date effectively constitutes
state-sponsored segregation.
He once made his point, “It was
government saying that it’s ok
to separate out these two people on the basis of race. Here
we’re saying it’s ok to separate
two people on the basis of their
religious beliefs.”
The Supreme Court did not
agree. Although they would
not formally pass a ruling
on Newdow’s case, the justices expressed their opinions
regarding the First Amendment
complications Newdow asserted: “To give the parent of such
a child a sort of ‘heckler’s veto’
over a patriotic ceremony will-

ingly participated in by other
students, simply because the
Pledge of Allegiance contains
the descriptive phrase ‘under
God,’ is an unwarranted extension of the Establishment
Clause, an extension which
would have the unfortunate
effect of prohibiting a commendable patriotic observance.”
Whether one believes that
the Pledge of Allegiance is too
trivial a matter for the Supreme
Court, or if one sees such an
issue as tantamount to eroding the Bill of Rights, one must
accept the seriousness of any
potential infringement upon
such an important article of
our society.
This, no doubt, is all that
Michael Newdow can ask of
you. I implore you to give him
an hour of your time when he
comes to speak tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Braker 001.
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Exploring the good and bad of pharmaceutical advertising
BY SAM

RONFARD

Daily Staff Writer

The pharmaceutical industry mainly
markets its products through direct-toconsumer advertising and direct marketing to doctors — and lately, both types of
marketing have come under fire.
Consumer advocates have accused the
pharmaceutical industry of conducting
aggressive and misleading advertising
campaigns. Direct-to-consumer advertising is accused of misleading consumers
and creating conditions to fit the drugs.
Marketing to doctors has also been
under attack, from both inside and outside the industry. For example, Jerome
Kassirer, a former editor of the New
England Journal of Medicine, wants to
see a stop to big pharmaceutical firms’
direct marketing to doctors.
In response to the call to limit gift-giving (of everything from vacations to free
samples), the pharmaceutical industry
points to the public-health benefits of its
marketing campaigns. Through gift-giving, the industry argues, doctors are kept
up to date on new drugs, and the public is
informed about the symptoms of potentially serious medical conditions.
This controversy hearkens back to the
old debate over persuasion and information in advertising. If the marketing
for drugs is informative in nature, then
it is justified, as it increases consumers’
welfare. But if the marketing of drugs is
mostly uninformative and persuasive in
nature, as its critics claim, then such marketing is detrimental to social welfare.
The question, then, is whether advertising in the pharmaceutical industry is
informative, persuasive or perhaps both.
A characteristic feature of the pharmaceutical market is that the demand for
medications is not ultimately dependent
on consumers’ tastes. In fact, most of the
demand comes from the physicians who
prescribe the drugs as well from the retail

RICARDO FIGUEROA/KRT

Drug companies are increasingly making efforts to capitalize on their temporary monopolies
thanks to patents by using questionable direct marketing techniques with doctors.
and hospital pharmacists who dispense
the prescriptions.
In general, a doctor’s decision to prescribe a drug is not influenced by its price.

In fact, doctors tend to be less price-sensitive than their clients for two reasons.
First, doctors are usually unaware of the
prices charged by pharmacists for the

drugs they prescribe. Secondly, physicians lack ready and well-organized
information on the comparative effectiveness of branded drugs compared to
their generic competition.
As a result, prescription choice is based
mostly on industry custom within the peer
community of doctors. This is because
customary prescribing minimizes effort
and also provides a legal defense in case
of a malpractice suit. If doctors follow
customary prescribing, it is harder to
find them guilty of prescribing the wrong
drug. All of this means that pharmaceutical firms have an incentive to target their
marketing to doctors and physicians.
At one time, anti-substitution laws
required pharmacists to fill a prescription
as written. However, the increased efforts
by the government to minimize health
care expenditures as populations began
to age, as well as the rise of managed care,
led to the gradual repeal of anti-substitution laws. The last one was repealed in
1989. As a result, the pharmacist and the
consumer play a role in deciding whether
the prescription is filled as written by the
doctor or if the generic equivalent is used
instead.
In spite of this fact, it seems that generic substitution for branded drugs is relatively infrequent, while nearly all generic
written prescriptions are filled as such.
This suggests a high level of confidence
in the doctor’s choice on the part of the
pharmacist and consumer.
The fact that consumers are allowed
some degree of choice in choosing their
prescriptions, however, has increased the
pharmaceutical industry’s incentive to
market directly to the consumer.
There are two main views on the relationship between advertising and welfare.
One side argues that advertising produces
artificial product differentiation. It misinforms consumers about the true value
see ETHICS, page 13

PERSPECTIVA SEVILLANA

HIGHER EDUCATION

Zapatero seeks an alliance of nations

No need for brick-andmortar colleges at all?

BY

MATTHEW LINDE
Daily Staff Writer

In the center of Seville, La
Giralda towers over the city as
a constant reminder of Spain’s

Muslim history. From 750 C.E.,
when Abd al-Rahman escaped
the slaughter of his entire family by the rival Abbas family and
fled to what was then known
as al-Andalus, until 1492,

MATT LINDE/TUFTS DAILY

The La Giralda tower in Seville, Spain is a constant reminder of the city
and country’s historical ties to the Muslim world, a relationship which has
been recently reconstituted in response to growing Islamophobia in the
western world.

when Fernando III conquered
Spain and moved the capital
of Andalusia to Seville, Spain
was an Islamic country. As the
story goes, Fernando climbed
the mosque’s tower on horseback after conquering the city
to look over everything he had
just claimed.
Considering Spain’s historical connection to the Muslim
world, it is not surprising that
the country is becoming a
global leader in trying to create peace between the West
and the Middle East. In the
aftermath of the global drama
over the Mohammed cartoons,
the Spanish government has
launched a campaign to try to
improve relations between the
two cultures.
On Feb. 6, less than a week
after the Spanish newspaper
El Pais became one of the first
European publications to print
the cartoons, Spain’s President,
Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero,
sent a declaration to Turkish
Prime Minister, Tayyip Erdogan,
calling for mutual respect and
peace.
“In a globalizing world,”
Zapatero stated, “a world where
exchanges between diverse civilizations are growing and local
incidents may have global consequences, we need to cultivate
the values of respect, tolerance
and peaceful coexistence.”
The document outlined
see PERSPECTIVA, page 14

Garman discusses a new bill allowing
for the startup of virtual colleges
BY

KRISTEN SAWICKI

Daily Editorial Board

A new budget bill recently
passed by Congress has significantly modified the classification of institutions of higher
education. The bill has nullified the “50 percent rule” that
required colleges to deliver at
least half of their courses on
a campus, instead of online,
to qualify for federal student
aid. The rule was enacted by
Congress in 1992 after investigations revealed that some
for-profit trade schools sold
diplomas without delivering
an education. The bill also
abolished the “90/10 rule” that
previously required for-profit
colleges to obtain at least 10
percent of their revenue from
funds that do not come from
federal student aid programs.
The Daily sat down with
Associate Economics Professor
David Garman to discuss the
bill and its implications.
Tufts Daily: Please compare
for-profit colleges to traditional non-profit ones.
David Garman: A for-profit
company could be organized
either as privately-owned or
publicly-owned, in the sense

that it could be six entrepreneurs who pool their money
and form a private enterprise, or they could go public
through the stock market. In
the for-profit group, there are
both publicly owned and privately owned firms. The forprofit companies just have a
different set of pressures. As a
for-profit company, they want
to grow, expand, earn a certain
return on their investment.
Not-for-profits compete in different areas. They want to stay
in business, but they tend to
compete in terms of programs
provided, services provided in
the kind of group we are familiar with at Tufts. They compete
on selectivity. They compete
on a different range of things.
You could almost think of it
as: for-profits need to earn a
return on their investments,
whereas non-profits are investing that return back into the
college to further the goals of
the college.
TD: Enrollment at for-profit
online colleges has already
grown tremendously in the
past decade. What effect will
the new bill have on the busisee GARMAN, page 12
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EUROPEAN OBSERVER

Europe braces for a clash over economic protectionism
BY JASON SHELLABY

Daily Staff Writer

CORBIS

German chancellor Angela Merkel and her economIC minister Michael
Glos have taken a strong stance against protectionist measures in Europe,
and they present a direct opposition to France’s attempts at economic
patriotism surrounding hostile, cross-territory bids for energy utilities.

Despite Europe’s purported
desire to become a single market that welcomes collaboration
among all its members, it has yet
to convince its most solid members that protectionism is not a
path to unity.
While Spain is opening its
doors entirely to Poland after
much heated debate on the labor
movement, the Commission of
the European Union (EU) has targeted France for possible future
protectionist regulations in the
energy sector.
The energy sector has in fact
dominated the headlines in
Europe for the past few weeks, as
a product of the controversy that
arose over Italian energy giant
Enel’s bid for the Franco-Belgian
utility SUEZ. Judging by the fact
that Enel has already arranged

For-profit online colleges may promise
education, but never actually deliver it
GARMAN

for financial backing from several major banking institutions,
this bid now looks similar to the
proposed merger of German
competitor, Eon, with Endessa, a
Spanish energy utility.
As a result, France and Spain
— the two nations targeted by
Enel and Eon, respectively —
have championed protectionist
steps in order to retain control
over their national energy companies. France’s prime minister,
Dominique de Villepin, justified
SUEZ’s intentions of possibly
merging with Gaz de France as a
measure of economic patriotism.
However, as mentioned by
James Kanter in the International
Herald Tribune, there is a seeming paradox in the interference
of the French government over
the past few years. Not only is
France home to a high proportion
of workers employed by foreign

companies, compared with other
European nations; it has also
accumulated one of the highest
European rates of foreign investment.
Hostile takeovers differ across
nations due to varying investment requirements; it is therefore
difficult to compare protectionist
tendencies in European nations.
Looking at England, France might
not have allowed as many foreign
business takeovers, but in terms
of invested capital, it has outweighed its British counterpart.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the
involvement of the French government will deter foreign investors while placing constraints on
French investors abroad. Not only
has the whole controversy over
Enel’s bid on SUEZ soured the
relations between the French and
see EUROPE, page 14

ECONOMICS OF BASEBALL

consumers are savvy enough.

continued from page 11

ness of these schools?
DG: My understanding of this bill is
that it will relax the 50 percent rule.
If they do away with that completely,
that means there is no need to have
a bricks-and-mortar college at all. A
college could be completely virtual. It
is going to increase competition in the
online segment tremendously. It could
be revolutionary in that online segment. You could get a group of investors ready to start an online college.
They would not have to go through the
investment and fixed capital of leasing
classrooms and setting up visitations
and enrolling students on an actual
campus. Everything could be flexible.
When you think of how quickly other
online businesses have grown, there
is tremendous potential for this sector
to grow.
TD: For-profit colleges have been
known to market an education,
but deliver only degrees. Could you
address the issue of fraud in these
schools?
DG: Fraud is a big issue in higher education. It is not exclusively for-profits, but
some of the more famous abuses have
happened with for-profit institutions
that have basically sold their product
the way you might sell cell phone service. I have a feeling that these kinds of
regulations will tempt these programs
to market more aggressively to students
that are not well-suited for the college
experience. Then there will be cases
that are openly fraudulent. All they will
ask is, “How much are you going to pay
for the credits?”
TD: What can the government do to
crack down on such kinds of fraud?
I think it is hard to crack down on fraud,
but in the news reports about changing
the 50 percent rule, they mention that
accreditation agencies will certify that
some programs are solid and some programs are not. Accreditation agencies
have a hard time of looking in detail
at what a college is doing on a yearby-year basis. They typically only look
at colleges in five-to-10-year intervals.
The other piece is that accreditation
agencies tend to be formed by a group
of schools with common interest, so if a
group of online schools forms an agency with very lax standards, they can
say that they are accredited, but that
accreditation will not mean very much.
What I worry about is, would the prospective student who is not knowledgeable about those colleges understand
that accreditation by Joe’s Accreditation
Agency does not mean anything? As
far as I know, there is nothing in the
change in this law that authorizes any
extra government oversight of these
online schools. They seem to be leaving it up to the market and saying that

TD: According to the New York Times,
a fifth of the $1.8 million that executives of the largest chains of proprietary colleges and their political action
committees have donated to federal
candidates since 2000 went to John A.
Boehner and Howard P. McKeon, the
two Republican representatives who
sponsored the bill. Is this typical in
higher education?
DG: Almost everybody lobbies Congress
in some form or another, from the AARP
to a war veterans group to large pharmaceutical firms. Educational institutions lobby, too. Schools like Tufts will
lobby. It is not lobbying per se that is
very unique here. What seems to be
different in this particular law change
is that they targeted donations that
were made. So what some of the forprofit colleges did is this: They made
donations to key lawmakers who were
in a position to advocate eliminating
the 50 percent rule. That is something
that traditional colleges do not do. The
lobbying that most non-profit colleges
have traditionally done has been much
more general lobbying for higher education, not making quid pro quo donations.
TD: Please discuss rent-seeking in the
context of lobbying by for-profit colleges.
DG: In a nutshell, rent-seeking means
that if there are excess returns to be
made, then firms will try to find ways
to earn those returns. So, if you and I
thought that we could set up an online
college that would only require a Web
site, we could probably figure out a
way of doing it. If we thought that in
the time we invested in that, we could
earn more than working at our current
jobs or even what we expect to earn in
our next jobs, we have an incentive to
pursue that. To the extent that there
are people positioned to start up or
expand online colleges to go for those
extra-large profits, they will try to do it.
If I look down the road, I would expect
there to be several scandals concerning online colleges that entice students
into taking on loans through aggressive
sales techniques and then fail to deliver
education. I would expect the reputation of online colleges to become more
and more important. Eventually branding is going to be big in online colleges,
just like the brand is big in online selling. eBay is a well-established brand
name now that stands for something,
and so you know that you can trust
eBay because if its reputation. If you
look down the line, there will be some
branded online colleges that have higher standing, higher status and greater
public trust. I still do not think there
will ever be an eTufts. There is something that goes on in that personal
contact that I do not think anyone will
replicate online.

KRT

Phillies first baseman Ryan Howard hits a grand slam last season. Though he is significantly
undervalued in the home run race odds, he will likely continue to produce competitive
numbers.

Predicting the winners and losers
of the upcoming baseball season
BY JON

RISSIN

Daily Staff Writer

With the 2006 Major League Baseball
season nearly upon us, fantasy leagues
drafting and Vegas setting its lines, let us
look ahead to who promises to surprise
and disappoint this year.
Ryan Howard, 1B, Phillies
Ryan Howard has never seemed to get
the respect his abilities deserve. After
smashing 46 home runs during the 2004
minor league season, he was still only
rated a 20-30 prospect in baseball. He
got his shot in the Phillies line-up last
year when Jim Thome went down with an
injury, however, and went on to win NL
Rookie of the Year.
Even though Howard is a known name,
he is still quite undervalued. He hit 22
home runs last year in 312 at-bats, a
home run rate equivalent to 42 homers
in a full season... and that was as a 25year old rookie. His top three comparables from Baseball Prospectus’s PECOTA
projection system are Travis Hafner, Mo
Vaughn and Cecil Fielder; thus, he is in
good company.
Look for him to hit around 45 homers
in 2006 and seamlessly fill Thome’s void.
Anyone hitting that many home runs
will be in the home run title chase, but
Vegas has 40-1 odds on Howard winning
the home run title, clearly an undervaluation of Howard’s ability. Even if he just
retains his homerun rate of 2005 and hits
42 homeruns, that will still win the title
greater than 2.5 percent of the time, beating the odds.
Javier Vazquez, SP, White Sox

The White Sox pulled off a major coup
when they acquired Vazquez from the
Diamondbacks for prospect Chris Young.
Vazquez’s value plummeted after not
performing in baseball’s biggest market
in 2004 with the Yankees. After being
shipped to Arizona, he regained his
strikeout rate but his defense did not help
him, as only 67.2 percent of balls in play
became outs (their season rate was 68.4
percent, or twenty-fourth place in MLB).
Moving to Chicago will lower Vazquez’s
ERA, as the White Sox had the second
most efficient defense in baseball last
year, converting 71.3 percent of balls in
play into outs. Vazquez’s average fantasy
draft position is 162; his value is close to
that of Brett Myers, Brandon Webb and
Roy Halladay; so when Ryan Dempster,
Matt Cain, and Kevin Millwood are being
selected before him you may know something is wrong.
Chien-Ming Wang, SP, Yankees
Wang burst onto the scene in 2005 when
the Yankees desperately needed pitching
help and he seemed to get the job done.
What Wang’s 4.02 ERA in 116 innings does
not show is how much he outperformed
his skill level. His 3.64 K/9, 2.48 BB/9, and
.70 HR/9 should have resulted in an ERA
close to five, but Wang got lucky with a
batting average on balls in play (BABIP)
of .270 (the Yankee defense posted a .311
BABIP for the year).
In 2006, Wang’s BABIP will probably
regress to .300, and the groundball pitcher
will not be helped by the defense behind
him; the Yankees have one of baseball’s
see BASEBALL, page 14
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NATIONAL BRIEFS

Central, South American countries make
headway in free-trade agreements with U.S.

INDUSTRY NEWS

Argentina and Brazil have stayed out of recent negotiations
BY

MARTIN KIELMANOWICZ
Daily Staff Writer

Even though it seems to be
happening against all odds, free
trade pacts and policies in Latin
America have made some small
but important gains over the last
months. As recently as November
of last year, the Summit of the
Americas utterly collapsed, after
Hugo Chavez announced that
he had come with a shovel so
that he could bury the proposed
free trade agreement. Since then
though, important progress has
been made.
On Feb. 27, the United States
and Colombia announced a
free trade pact, which is now
up for ratification in each

country’s senate. This agreement would provide tariff-free
access into Colombia for 80
percent of American consumer
and industrial goods. Expanding
on the substantial access that
Colombia already has in the U.S.,
sugar quotas would be steadily
raised in the coming years. The
Colombian government released
estimates saying that as a result
of the trade deal, exports to the
U.S. would grow by 50 percent
over the next three years and
increase its GDP by one percent
per annum.
Less than a week later, on Mar.
1, a U.S.-El Salvador trade deal
went into effect, as El Salvador
became the first Central
American nation to implement

CAFTA. (So far, the other five
signatories have been unable to
fulfill U.S. requirements necessary for enacting the trade deal.)
Peru, Ecuador and Panama
are involved in active and optimistic negotiations with the
United States. Rob Portman,
the U.S. Trade Representative,
has expressed his confidence in
these talks and is hoping to send
the agreements with Colombia,
Peru, and Panama to Congress
as a joint package later this year.
Meanwhile, the Ecuadorian
president, Alfredo Palacio, has
told reporters that his country
has a limited number of issues
left to debate with the U.S. (most
likely regarding rice and pharmaceuticals), and that he is opti-

KRT

US Trade Representative Rob
Portman has worked hard to
negotiate a trade agreement
allowing 80 percent of U.S. consumer and industrial goods tariff
free access to Columbia’s market.
mistic. The next round of negations in scheduled for March 23.
Bolivia has also participated in
these trade talks as an observer,
and may well join in the future.
Last week, the Costa Rican
election tribunal announced
that Oscar Arias, who ran on a
see BANANA, page 14

Microsoft
* Microsoft has recently
announced the release of a new
internet search engine, dubbed
Windows Live Web, which will
help computer users find information faster. The release will
take the place of the older MSN
internet search software. The
announcement is the result of a
strategy shift to emphasize internet based software in an attempt
to compete with Google and
Yahoo.
* Of the new internet programs
being released by Microsoft,
Windows Live and Office Live
promise to allow a more user
friendly interface for business
people to access information
online. These programs, advertised according accentuating their
ease of use will also allow for the
possibility of internet conferences
and presentations.

TUFTS FINANCIAL GROUP CORNER

Proposed Wal-Mart bank may threaten local, regional competitors
BY

DANIEL FREEMAN

Contributing Writer

Wal-Mart is maligned for
being the epitome of corporate
greed. Critics of the company
say it spreads through smalltown America like wildfire,
leaving mom-and-pop stores
crushed in its wake. This is all
true.
Wal-Mart is beloved for its
low prices. Frequenters of the
chain say that it does a great
service to the nation by providing affordable goods. This,
too, is all true.
Either way, there is no denying that the chain has conquered everything from gardening to supermarkets, and
it now seems poised to enter a
new arena: banking. Recently,
Wal-Mart took bold steps to
enter the financial world by
filing an application with the
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) to open
an industrial bank.
While the company is ensuring the public that it has no
plans to open branches to consumers, many smaller banks
are worried that it will do just
that. This could be a problem
for local banks, but the benefits that this could also bring
to consumers are promising.
Wal-Mart’s application to
the FDIC calls for it to operate

KRT

Wal-Mart has expanded into many different areas of merchandising over the years, included cell-phone service, pharmaceuticals, and has just ventured into the financial sector, where in a matter of years it will be able
to offer personal banking services.
an industrial bank, meaning
that it will process the chain’s
debit, credit, and check payments, but will not offer any
lending services to consumers. This will save the company
millions of dollars in fees they
pay to other banks — savings

that can then be passed on to
consumers.
While it may be reassuring
to smaller banks that WalMart will not be allowed to
offer financial services to customers, this charter will only
last for three years. After this

period ends the company will
not be required to gain FDIC
approval for any changes it
decides to make to its corporate structure. This would be
an opportunity for the store to
see TFG, page 14

Pharmaceutical industry employs two types of advertising
ETHICS
continued from page 11

and desirability of a particular
good. It persuades consumers
to buy a certain product at an
unjustifiably higher price.
This view associates high
advertising with higher market
concentration and above-average profits. Advertising is seen
as a barrier to entry and as a
means through which firms
increase their market power.
The opposing side argues that
advertising is not persuasive in
nature, but rather informative.
Under this view, advertising
is beneficial from the point of
view of social welfare because it
informs consumers, thus reducing firms’ market power and
increasing competition.
It seems that there is some
truth to both views of the pharmaceutical industry’s advertising. Pharmaceutical research
continually introduces new and
potentially life-saving products.
Consequently, there are many
potential gains from the rapid
dissemination of information

via advertising.
This is the view taken by
the pharmaceutical industry
in defense of the claim that it
produces too much uninformative advertising. The industry
argues that its marketing campaigns provide great publichealth benefits, helping to keep
doctors up to date on new drugs
and inform the public about the
symptoms of potentially serious medical conditions.
But there is also some truth to
consumer advocates’ claim that
most pharmaceutical advertising is uninformative and even
misleading. After all, pharmaceutical firms have an incentive to persuade doctors and
consumers of the superiority of
their drug. A strong and successful advertising campaign
allows drug makers to sustain
high prices even after the entry
of generic competitors. It would
thus appear that pharmaceutical advertising would serve to
speed up the entry of new and
superior drugs while retarding
the entry of lower-priced gener-

ic substitutes.
Ultimately, it would seem
that pharmaceutical advertising
has two major functions — one
informative in nature and the
other persuasive. The informational function is evident in the
very high promotional intensity given to newly-developed
products, and especially in the
intense marketing directed at
doctors in the early stage of
pharmaceutical firms’ marketing campaigns. This type of
advertising is beneficial since
it makes doctors and patients
aware of newly-developed scientific breakthroughs.
By contrast, the persuasive
aspect of pharmaceutical advertising is evident in the longevity
and intensity of the advertisements. That longevity serves to
build up a strong brand name
for the product, generating
goodwill that in turn makes
entry by generic brands harder
and ensures long-term profits
for the branded product.
This analysis is supported
by Hurwitz and Caves’ finding

that leading brands’ post-patent shares increase significantly
with the number of years they
have been able to market their
product monopolistically under
patent protection.
In fact, Hurwitz and Caves
find that every year of effective patent life marketing adds
another 1.6 percentage points
of market share to an innovating firm with an average postpatent market share.
In the end, it would seem
that both types of advertising are a necessary part of the
pharmaceutical industry. It is
hypocritical to critique some
pharmaceutical advertising as
persuasive while praising other
parts as informative, since both
types of advertising arise for the
same reason: profit maximization.
So unless one is willing to
make pharmaceutical research
a completely public enterprise,
one should accept the good
with the bad; the informative
with the persuasive. They are
two sides of the same coin.

AT&T
* Announced on Mar. 5, communications giant AT&T plans to
purchase BellSouth for $67 million, increasing its market share
from $110 billion to $170 billion.
The deal will also give AT&T control over Cingular, a joint venture
originally owned by the two companies.
* This deal comes just months
after SBC Communications and
AT&T merged to form one of the
largest communications companies in the world. By purchasing
BellSouth, the company will be
able to reduce operating costs,
expand its cell phone operations
through Cingular, and continue
to build its internet division which
offers broadband internet in a
package with telephone services.

General Motors
* General Motors recently
announced that it will cut pension costs by $1.6 billion over
the course of this year in an
attempt to shift to less expensive
retirement programs for 42,000
of their American workers. This
pension plan, aimed at salaried
workers, will likely also lead to a
decrease in worker benefits.
* Slowing sales and mounting
pension liabilities have caused
General Motors to rethink its
corporate structure. Several plans,
including job cuts, benefit reduction, and the sale of some brands
have been floated in order to
save GM from what many consider imminent bankruptcy.

Political News
Ex-Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan
* Retired Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan
recently signed a deal with
Penguin Press for $8.5 million
for the sale of his memoir. The
offer is the second largest every
paid for a nonfiction book after
the $10 million received by former President Bill Clinton for his
memoir My Life. Greenspan has
already started writing his memoir and is expected to be finished
by the end of this year.
* Greenspan, who retired effective Jan. 31, 2006, had served 18
and a half years as the Chairman
of the Federal Reserve through
the stock market crash of 1989,
the technology bubble of the late
1990s, and the economic downturn following the September 11,
2001 terrorist attacks.

Briefs compiled by Forrest
Gittleson from the Economist and
the New York Times
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Islamic world must concentrate on improving education and the economy
PERSPECTIVA
continued from page 11

Spain’s stance on the vignettes
and called for, “initiatives and
instruments to stop the spiral of hate and confusion that
threaten peace and international security.” At a UN General
Assembly meeting later in the
month, Zapatero asked Kofi
Annan to bolster international
support for the creation of a
high level group to study the
creation of an alliance of civilizations.
However, many doubt the
plausibility of an alliance of
nations between the West and
the Middle East. The two civilizations have repeatedly shown
a failure to understand each
other’s culture and values. Over
the past three months, it seems
as if the two worlds have grown
even further apart. While the
angry protests over the cartoons
may have subsided since early
February, tensions between the
Western and Islamic world are
at an all time high.
American intervention in
Iraq seems to be unable to
stop the country from erupting into a bloody civil war, the

newly elected Hamas government in Palestine just launched
a website promoting the valor
of being a suicide bomber, and
Iran, recently reported to have
enough uranium gas to make
10 nuclear weapons, continues
to threaten the U.S. and Israel
with heated rhetoric. Why does
it seem like the two cultures are
headed in completely opposite
directions?
While religious extremists
would balk and say that the following answer is a reflection of
the skewed values of a capitalistic society, it is difficult from
a Western perspective not to
point to economic factors as the
basis for much of the tension.
GDP growth from 1993 to
2003 in the Arab world has
grown nearly 5.5 percent while
productivity has only increased
by 0.1 percent annually. This
shows that despite the resources that are clearly available in
the region, the people are not
benefiting. Much of this can be
blamed on corruption, which
runs rampant throughout the
Arab world and prevents oil revenues from reaching the general
population.

The Middle East and North
Africa also have the highest
rates of unemployment in the
world at close to 13.2 percent.
With 60 percent of the Arab
world’s population below the
age of 25, the UN’s International
Labor Office predicts that the
number of unemployed in the
area will increase by more than
500,000 each year. In the near
future even more people in the
Middle East will be poor, out of
work, and angry.
Thomas
Friedman
also
points to technology as a factor for the tensions. Not only is
the Arab world failing to keep
pace economically with the rest
of world, but everyone in the
region knows this is the case.
“In this flat world you get your
humiliation fiber-optically, at
56K or via broadband, whether
you’re in the Muslim suburbs
of Paris or Kabul,” Friedman
said. He claims that technology
has made Arab nations “thinskinned” and “easily enraged”
by the tiniest insult, such as
the defecation of a copy of the
Koran or a cartoon depicting
Mohammed.
Lack of education in the

Use fundamentals to make wise choices
BASEBALL
continued from page 12

worst right side of the infield. Giambi is
the worst defensive 1B in baseball with
a -9 fielding runs above replacement
(FRAR); Cano is below average at -1,
Jeter is at -3, and Rodriquez is average
with 0 FRAR.
Mark Mulder, SP, Cardinals
Stay away from Mulder; his K/9 has
dropped for three consecutive years,
and his BB/9 has increased by 57 percent since his days in Oakland. His
projected ERA was nearly a run higher
than the 3.64 ERA he put up last year.
This luck combined with being on a
dominant team allowed him to win 16
games last year, and Vegas has set his

over/under at 15.5 for 2006. Mulder’s
average fantasy draft position is 114;
ahead of pitchers such as John Lackey,
Dan Haren and Vazquez.
Whether you are drafting in your free
fantasy league, or going to Vegas for
Spring Break, just remember to use fundamentals to make wise decisions. If a
pitcher experiences bad luck due to a
higher BABIP than his career BABIP or a
higher BABIP than his defense allowed
for the year, than this pitcher is probably undervalued.
The opposite is true for overvalued
pitchers such as Jon Garland, Kevin
Millwood and Jared Washburn. Sticking
to a fundamentally sound strategy will
benefit you over the course of the
year.

area is also a factor for the current dire situation. While India
and China fervently prepare
their youth for highly technical positions, Pervez Hoodbhoy,
a professor of nuclear physics
at Quaid-I-Azam University in
Islamabad, has called Pakistan’s
university system “intellectual
rubble.” Pakistan has registered
only eight patents internationally in the last 57 years.
Educational shortcomings
and economic failures have
made it easier for extremist
groups to come to power and
manipulate the public. President
of Pakistan Pervez Musharraf
has claimed, “The teachings of
Islam have been hijacked by
obscurantists.” These “obscurantists” have helped foster a
global image of Islam as the religion of violence, hate and terrorism. Yet this could not be farther from the truth. Recently, 56
Muslim nations came together
and signed an accord condemning fatwas that justify violent
crimes and the act of “takfeer,”
which involves labeling other
Muslims as non-believers.
At the same time, Islamic
nations have repeatedly shown

reluctance to modernize and
join the world community.
People in the Middle East seem
to have forgotten that during
the golden age of Islam, when
Islamic nations were considered the leaders in science and
mathematics, the civilization
was open to the foreign influences of Greece, Rome and
Persia.
Yet at the World Economic
Forum in Davos, global Islamic
leaders plead that Islamic countries are fully capable of modernization, so long as the difference between modernization
and westernization remains
clear. President of Afghanistan
Hamid Karzai stated, “If people
in the West think modernization means applying their culture, there is a problem...We are
all different.”
Karzai is right, there is a
problem. The longer the people
in the Middle East remain poor
and undereducated, the more
difficult it will be to prevent
extremist groups from capitalizing on the public’s anger. And
Zapatero’s dream for an alliance
of nations will continue to be
just that: a dream.

Argentina, Brazil must be included
in new free-trade agreements
BANANA
continued from page 13

pro-CAFTA platform, was the formal winner of the Feb. 5 presidential election, having been elected with slightly more than
40 percent of the vote. Despite his narrow
victory, Arias has come out swinging: he
has promised to make true his campaign
promises and to ratify CAFTA and promote free trade with the U.S. (Of the six
CAFTA signatories, Costa Rica is the only
one to not have ratified the agreement.)
Even as all these talks have been happening, three important nations have chosen to remain on the sidelines: Argentina,
Brazil and Venezuela, the clear economic
“giants” of the region.
Argentina and Brazil are holding out,
it seems, for two main reasons. U.S. farm
subsidies continue to be scandalous — an
undeniable fact of domestic American
politics. Secondly, election year politics
are at play.
Brazilians will be voting on Oct. 1, and
President Lula da Silva allegedly remains
undecided about his plans while the opposition is racing to muster up a viable candidate. Argentina’s elections are a bit further

on, but already electoral gossip is littering
newspapers’ front pages. Politicians seem
to be mostly playing it safe by pandering
votes in the easiest ways and maintaining
a distance from any sort of globalization/
free trade controversies.
Venezuela, meanwhile, remains just
that: Venezuela. Hopefully though, if the
price of oil ever falls, Chavez’s influence
will wane and his alternative model for
economic development will be transformed into a thing of the past. In the
short run, this will be a waiting game of
sorts.
The United States must realize that
no Latin American free trade agreement
can reach its full potential if Brazil and
Argentina are excluded. Da Silva has been
trying to jump start the Doha Round and
has encouraged world leaders, not trade
negotiators, to resolve the more delicate
points of the proposed free trade agreements. Hopefully, with a quieter political season rapidly approaching, Argentina
and Brazil will be able to make some headway as well and follow the example of their
smaller neighbors because sitting out will
soon cease to be a viable option.

The European Union’s economic
agenda may be imperiled from within
EUROPE
continued from page 12
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Many small banks fear a potential Wal-Mart entrance into the financial sector.

Wal-Mart bank idea not all bad
TFG
continued from page 13

offer bank accounts and loans in
all 3,700 of its locations across the
country. Smaller banks are worried
that they will not be able to compete
with the chain’s ability to offer better
savings rates and checking account
deals.
For all that is alleged about WalMart’s destructive nature, it is important to recognize the real benefits that
a Wal-Mart bank could offer consumers. Since the store tends to serve a
low-income demographic, consumers
who deposit money into the new bank
would receive financial services bet-

ter tailored to their income level.
It is estimated that one-fifth of
Wal-Mart’s customers have no bank
account, a rate that is twice the
national average. Providing affordable accounts, loans, and other banking services could be instrumental in
helping the low-income population
make better financial decisions.
No matter what concerns small
banks may have about Wal-Mart’s
effects, they are safe for at least the
next three years. After that time, there
is no guarantee that the corporation
will not open thousands of banks
across the country, revolutionizing
the industry, for better or for worse.

Italian governments, but it has also stirred
debate in the European community. In
effect, Europe has begun a new battle on
mounting protectionism and is searching
for partners who support free-market initiatives.
Deputy German Economics Minister
Joachim Wuermeling sees no cause for
concern. “Different economic philosophies
have always co-existed in the EU,” he told
the Financial Times. “But until now, there
was an understanding they should compete, not protect themselves against each
other.”
While Germany has not challenged
Spain or France on its economics philosophy, it has recently expressed concern
about a growing industrial protectionism
trend in Europe.
As France and Germany plan to meet
for their first biannual joint cabinet meeting since Angela Merkel’s election as
German chancellor, the two countries that
are deemed by most to be the engine of
European integration are about to clash
over this very issue.
Merkel’s government, which has yet to
build a strong relationship with its counterpart in France, might take the side of

the European Commission in its struggle
to curve the growing protectionist drift.
It is clear that the German stance on the
matter, expressed by German Economic
Minister Michael Glos at a meeting of business executives in Berlin, is that “foreign
investors should be welcomed with open
arms, not just tolerated.”
If Germany or the European Commission
impose new regulations on protectionism
and decide to confront countries like Spain
and France, such interferences will manifest the true reluctance that older members
within the EU harbor when it comes to
opening their borders to the community.
France, which has clearly expressed its
desire to protect its national gems, might
soon be forced to stop interfering in possible mergers such as the Italian bid on
SUEZ. But any person familiar with French
politics and the country’s ruling elite will
know that most leading figures in the
government have kept personal interests
in national companies within the public
sector, and therefore will be reluctant to
change their stance on the matter.
Hence, this debate will likely bring to the
forefront national sentiments that will rock
the foundations of the European Union
and its aspiration to form a unified, global,
economic powerhouse.
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Chicago’s Field Museum exhibit shows we’ve come a long way
BY

WILLIAM MULLEN

Knight Ridder Tribune

A menagerie of some of the
oddest, most outlandish and spectacular animals ever to have lived
went on display last week in the
Field Museum’s vast, new, $17 million exhibit on evolution, Evolving
Planet.
All the animals lived long ago,
some of the most weirdly entertaining ones swimming around
long before the age of dinosaurs.
Most were brought back to life
in Evolving Planet through high
tech exhibit techniques, computer
graphics or masterful model making.
The animals were real, as fossil
evidence in each display attests.
The new 27,000-square-foot
exhibit, one of the museum’s biggest, is designed to state the case
for science and evolution in the
current national debate over evolutionary theory versus creationism and intelligent design.

Dinosaur lovers should be
pleased. Evolving Planet devotes
the middle third of its exhibit
space to the museum’s outstanding collection of dinosaur fossils
and casts, expanding its former
display.
There is far more to Evolving
Planet, however, than dinosaurs. It
opens with a computer animation
of a lifeless Earth four billion years
ago, speculating on two theories
of how life started here, either as
bacteria in deep ocean thermal
vents or imported from space by
crashing meteors.
From there the museum’s exhibit wizards bring early plants and
animals to life in front of visitors.
To show ocean life 530 million
years ago in the Cambrian period,
for example, visitors encounter a
30-foot curved wall outfitted with
three huge high-definition screens
that look like a single window into
a giant aquarium.
Created by the Field and a
team of Australian animators, the

CHUCK BERMAN/KRT

A Teleost fish hangs over the Mesozoic epoch display case as Araidia Blackburn dusts the exhibit at the Field Museum
in Chicago, Illinois, on Mar. 1, 2006.
screens play an unending scene
from a shallow Cambrian sea
populated by sponges, worms, trilobites and weird, Dr. Seuss-like
marine carnivores. Each is based
on fossils found in an ancient sea
bed in the Canadian Rockies.

“Look at this one coming over
here,” said Richard Kissel, a paleontologist who is Evolving Planet’s
content specialist, obviously
pleased with the realism of the
exhibit. He pointed to a 3-footlong thing gliding in the water,

vaguely resembling a ray with two
tubes the diameter of a garden
hose extending from its front.
“He’s Anomalocaris, the T. rex
of the Cambrian seas, the largest
see EXHIBIT, page 16

An eye-opening new procedure
BY

PATRICIA ANSTETT

Knight Ridder Tribune

RICHARD LEE/KRT

Dr. William Goldstein performs a lens implant operation on the eye of Sue Haslett at Henry
Ford Medical Center at Lakeside in Sterling Heights, Michicgan, on Mar. 6, 2006.

Patients who have been rejected for popular LASIK refractive surgery have a new
option: an implantable lens that promises
perfect or near-perfect vision.
On a recent Monday, ophthalmologist
Dr. William Goldstein performed the procedure using the Visian Implantable Collamer
Lens.
The procedure’s biggest drawback is its
price. Goldstein charges $3,500 for each eye
— nearly double the price of LASIK — and
others may charge more. Deemed cosmetic
surgery, insurance doesn’t cover it.
Six of Goldstein’s patients underwent the
20-minute, painless operation.
“It’s amazing, I can finally see,” said
Rhonda Biack, 43, who has been wearing
contact lenses or glasses since she was in
second grade. She could barely see past her
nose.
Turned down for LASIK because her vision
was so bad, Biack was told by Goldstein that
the Visian lens “was coming to the States
and you should qualify.”
After the procedure, she left happy, with
perfect vision.
So did Susan Haslett, 58, who was

Andrew Card keeps a low profile at the center of the storm
BY

WILLIAM DOUGLAS

Knight Ridder Tribune

White House Chief of Staff Andrew Card
sometimes sounds like a man about to lose
his job.
“I serve at the pleasure of the president
for the time being,” Card said during a
recent interview in his spacious office, just
down the hall from the Oval one. “If the
pleasure goes, I go. If the time being arrives,
I’m gone. And I don’t expect a month’s
notice or two weeks’ notice.”
That’s not likely to happen anytime
soon. Card has anchored the White House
through every crisis, and every success,
since President Bush took office. He’s the
man who whispered “America is under
attack” into Bush’s ear on Sept. 11, 2001,
as the president was reading to schoolchildren in Florida.
More recently, Card steered the White
House staff through the administration’s
fumbling response to Hurricane Katrina
and the collapsed Dubai Ports World deal.
And if he owns a share of the blame for
the failed Supreme Court nomination of
Harriet Miers, then he also deserves some
of the credit for helping John G. Roberts
and Samuel Alito win their seats on the
highest bench.
Somehow, Card keeps a low profile even

Goldstein’s second patient that same day.
“I’ve worn glasses for 54 years,” Haslett
said. “I’m very excited.”
Each year, some 4.5 million Americans
undergo LASIK, or Laser-Assisted In-Situ
Keratomileusis. One of the most common
elective surgeries in the United States, it
uses a tiny scalpel to lift a thin flap of tissue,
followed by quick bursts of a laser to sear
away part of the cornea, usually to correct
nearsightedness.
As many as one in five patients who
want LASIK can’t have it because they are
extremely near sighted, prone to dry, red eye
or have large pupils or thin corneas.
The Visian lens is implanted behind
the iris, the color portion of the eye. It is
approved for adults 18-45 who aren’t LASIK
candidates, but doctors may use the lens in
a so-called off-label use, a common practice, for other candidates of any age.
Because the procedure involves surgery
inside the eye, it carries more risks than
LASIK. One is cataract formation, which
occurred less than 1 percent of the time,
and even rarer retinal tears or detachments,
which can be blinding, according to an
approximately 500-patient study presented
to the federal Food and Drug Administration
last year to obtain federal approval.

The Navy wants
you, sans tattoo
BY JANETTE

RODRIGUES

Knight Ridder Tribune

CHUCK KENNEDY/KRT

White House Chief of Staff Andrew Card, pictured last year, manages to remain behind the scenes
during turbulent times.
at the center of the storm. He gets to work House executive office envisioned,” said
at 5:30 a.m., stays until the president retires Paul C. Light, a professor of public service
for the night and generally makes the White at New York University. “He’s kept his head
House machinery run quietly and method- down through various crises. He’s come
through pretty clean. You don’t see his
ically, just like him.
For Card, it’s not about pushing a par- tracks on anything, which I guess is good
ticular policy or basking in the spotlight. It’s work for a chief of staff in this administration. He’s been a great soldier on behalf of
about efficiently serving the president.
“He shows the original ‘passion for anosee CARD, page 16
nymity’ that the designers of the White

Retired Navy Master Chief T.C. Oneyear
has the name and hull number of every
ship he sailed on during his 30-year career
tattooed on his body.
He has the traditional sailor’s tattoo of
“Hold Fast” inked across the fingers of both
hands.
And Oneyear has crossed anchors in
white gold inlays on his front teeth.
Every jab of the artist’s needle created
a new memento to mark a rite of passage
for the North Carolina man, who said he
has about a hundred tattoos from stem to
stern.
“If I had to do it all over again, would
I get as many?” Oneyear asked from his
Weeksville, N.C., home. “Probably not, but I
would still get them.”
Not in today’s Navy he wouldn’t.
Times have changed, and the Navy is no
longer on board with big body art since a
few years ago when it put new restrictions
on the location, number, type, size and
statement that sailors and enlistees may
see NAVY, page 16
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Chief of Staff does his best to remain behind the scenes, out of the fray in Washington
CARD
continued from page 15

the president.”
Card, 58, is on course to become by this
September the longest-serving chief of staff
ever, eclipsing Sherman Adams, who held
the job for five years and nine months under
President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
“Unlike some chiefs of staff, he’s made few
enemies because he’s such a nice guy,” said
Ari Fleischer, Bush’s former press secretary.
“John Sununu (chief of staff to President
George H.W. Bush) couldn’t let anyone see
the president unless he was in the room.
Andy will bring everybody into the room
to air their thoughts to the president. He
doesn’t keep people out for the sake of keeping people out.”
Card shares responsibility for the entire
Bush record, but after a first term filled with

bold strokes and considerable success, Bush
has stumbled through a lackluster second
term marked by failures, from Social Security
privatization to the collapsed ports deal.
Critics say Card needs to shake things up
— possibly starting with him — to re-energize a demoralized administration.
“It seemed to me there was an opportunity to bring new life into the White House.
You can’t operate on a 24-7 clock and not
lose energy,” said Leon Panetta, who was
President Clinton’s chief of staff from 1994
to 1997. “I’m not saying replace Card, but
bring in some new people. He (Bush) is a
loyal guy, likes his comfort zone and doesn’t
like to make changes. But it doesn’t give the
president any new ideas.”
Card bristles at such criticism. He notes
that there’ve been several key shifts of personnel: Claude Allen stepped down as domestic

Navy doesn’t salute tattoos now
NAVY
continued from page 15

make with their tattoos.
No ink on the head, face, neck
or scalp. No tattoos that relate to
gang or hate group membership.
No more than five pieces, and they
may not cover 25 percent or more
of any body part.
And forget about the coyly
kneeling naked pinup on the arm.
She’s become persona non grata
for enlistees in a Navy that wants
to present a more professional and
conservative appearance.
“Go put a swimsuit on her or
something, put a dress on her
or something,” said Cmdr. Glen
Kaemmerer, who oversees national enlisted programs for the U.S.
Navy Recruiting Command outside of Memphis, Tenn.
He said recruiting command
began reviewing an increasing
number of questionable tattoos
that require a waiver in 2004.
With 31 Navy Recruiting Districts
around the country, screening is
done on the local level. Some tattoos don’t need waivers, but the
recruiting command has the last
word on all ink.
Sailors who had tattoos before
the regulations changed were
grandfathered in. However, if they
want to add new tattoos, they
must go through the same screening process as new enlistees.
Kaemmerer said it isn’t unusual
for an enlistee to go back under
the needle to alter a tattoo to make
it more acceptable. Some enlistees
go so far as to have them removed
with a laser by a plastic surgeon or
dermatologist.
The changing views on body

Prehistory gets
a close-up
EXHIBIT

continued from page 15

predator in the sea at that time,”
said Kissel. “Those two big extensions at the front of his head are
grasping appendages. We think he
used them to grab his prey, carrying them to his mouth.
“He and the other creatures in
there are the earliest things we see
in the fossil record that are recognizably animals.”
Materials for constructing
fleshed-out models from fossils
have improved to the point of
almost seeming eerily alive, particularly when the exhibit nears the
end, talking about early humans.
There is a full-body re-creation
of Lucy, the famous hominid fossil found in Ethiopia in 1974. Her
silicon skin looks alive, and each
of the thousands of hairs in her
head and body are real, laboriously implanted one-by-one.
“Because she looks so real and
natural, there is something unsettling about her,” said biological
anthropologist Robert Martin,
a renowned authority on early
humans.

art represents how much the Navy
has changed from the days when
getting a tattoo was part of being a
sailor. Tattoos are a seafaring tradition that dates back centuries to
when the first European sailors
returned home with an indelible
souvenir from the South Pacific.
Now enlistees have to explain
the who, what, where, when,
why and how of their body art
to recruiters, who have legitimate
concerns. Tattoos are used as a
form of code by gangs and hate
groups.
The tattoo “88” looks innocuous
when taken at face value. However,
law enforcement officers know it
refers to the Nazi Low Riders, a
white supremacist prison gang.
The digits represent “Heil Hitler.”
The letter “H” is the eighth letter in
the alphabet.
A spiderweb tattoo on the
elbow may look cool, but before
it became a fashion statement, it
meant the person has done prison
time, murdered someone or killed
another prisoner. A three-dot tattoo in the shape of a triangle has
become synonymous with gangs.
Foreign language tattoos have
to be translated, such as the popular Chinese and Japanese writing
character tattoos that cover the
bodies of professional basketball
players and the pizza delivery boy.
Called “hanzi” in Mandarin
Chinese, and “kanji” in Japanese,
these logograms have been around
thousands of years. It doesn’t matter whether the tattoo is in the
Cyrillic alphabet or Ghanaian
Adinkra symbols, it’s not getting
a waiver unless recruiting command is sure of its meaning.

policy adviser; Margaret Spellings, Allen’s
predecessor, became education secretary;
and Condoleezza Rice moved from national
security adviser to secretary of state.
“There’s been quite a bit of change, but
the change has not been disruptive,” Card
said. “One objective I have is to make sure
that the gears of the administration are
always efficient. And I think they have been
efficient.”
But Allen, who was the White House’s
highest-ranking African-American official,
appears to have left under duress when he
resigned abruptly on Feb. 2.
He was arrested by Montgomery County,
Md., police last week and charged in a felony
theft scheme in connection with receiving phony refunds at suburban Maryland
department stores on Jan. 2.
Law enforcement officials also allege that

Allen, 45, in at least 25 incidents received a
total of $5,000 in refunds for merchandise he
didn’t buy from Target and Hecht’s stores in
the area.
Allen had been under investigation since
January, but when he resigned he said he
wanted to spend more time with his family.
Allen told Card and White House Counsel
Harriet Miers that the January incident was
a misunderstanding, administration officials
said.
Bush expressed sadness and hurt about
Allen’s arrest Saturday.
“If the allegations are true, Claude Allen
did not tell my chief of staff and legal counsel
the truth, and that’s deeply disappointing,”
he said. “If the allegations are true, something went wrong in Claude Allen’s life, and
that is really sad.”
With a cheerful, self-effacing style that
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Violence in Iraq kills 44, threatens to fuel sectarian tensions
BY

A AMER M ADHANI

Knight Ridder Tribune

Two car bombs exploded in quick
succession in the teeming Shiite slums
of Sadr City, Iraq on Sunday, killing 44
and wounding about 200 in an attack
that threatened to further inflame sectarian tensions.
The bombs — one driven by a suicide attacker — were detonated at
about sundown in the bustling Al-Hay
and Al-Ula markets and were followed
by a mortar assault at both sites. The
coordinated attack was the most brazen assault in Sadr City since the start
of the war and comes less than three

weeks after the Samarra shrine bombing that set off days of sectarian violence.
Sheik Hassan al-Rubaie, an aide to
radical cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, said in
a telephone interview that Sadr City
Hospital was overflowing with wounded patients and the mangled bodies of
the dead.
“The severity of the injuries are such
that for many you cannot tell the children from the old,” al-Rubaie said.
Riyadh al-Nouri, a top aide to Sadr
in Najaf, said the attacks were the work
of Sunni extremists and were meant to
provoke Shiites. He said, however, that
Sadr loyalists would not retaliate.

“We will never be dragged into a civil
war,” al-Nouri said.
Twelve others were killed Sunday in
a series of attacks targeting Iraqi security forces, politicians and civilians.
In one attack, a roadside bomb
targeting a police patrol in Baghdad
killed six civilians and injured 12.
In another incident, drive-by shooters killed three people traveling in a
car in western Baghdad, including a
member of President Jalal Talabani’s
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan party, The
Associated Press reported. Three other
scattered attacks killed three people.
The Mahdi Army, the armed militia loyal to Sadr, patrols the crowded

Autopsy: Milosevic died of heart attack
BY

TOM HUNDLEY

Knight Ridder Tribune

With rumors rife about the
circumstances of Slobodan
Milosevic’s
death,
Dutch
authorities conducted an
eight-hour autopsy Sunday
and invited the government of
Serbia to send a pathologist to
observe.
P re l i m i n a r y
re s u l t s ,
announced Sunday night, indicated that Milosevic died of a
heart attack, but earlier in the
day, Carla Del Ponte, the war
crimes tribunal’s chief prosecutor, said she could not rule out
the possibility that Milosevic
had committed suicide.
“It’s possible,” she said at a
news conference in The Hague,
adding that “until we have pre-

cise facts and results, it’s absolutely rumors.”
Del Ponte said she expected
a more detailed report within a
few days.
Milosevic, 64, who was on
trial for war crimes in The
Hague, was found dead in his
cell Saturday morning.
In Belgrade, the Serbian capital, the rumor mill was cranking out a sinister tune.
“He was poisoned,” insisted
Zelijko Mitrovic, 58, an economist. “Somebody there was
poisoning him. It would be
easy for them to put something
in his food.” Mitrovic said he
believed the tribunal wanted to
silence Milosevic “because he
was winning his case and the
truth was coming out.”
Zdenko Tomanovic, a lawyer

slums on the northeastern edge of the
capital. Residents had boasted that the
Mahdi Army had kept the streets safe
and that they were keenly aware when
an outsider enters Sadr city, making
such an attack difficult to pull off.
The attack comes during a period of
heightened tensions after the bombing of the al-Askari shrine last month
and subsequent violence between
Shiite and Sunni faithful throughout
the country. The shrine in the northern city of Samarra is one of the four
holiest sites for Shiites and holds the
tombs of two of the 12 imams that
see IRAQ, page 19

Woman on top

who was assisting Milosevic’s
defense, fueled those suspicions Sunday when he told
reporters that the former
Yugoslav leader recently confided his fears that someone
was trying to poison him.
Tomanovic, who visited
Milosevic on Friday, the day
before his death, said the Serb
leader had complained that
his latest medical reports indicated the presence of “strong
drugs in his system only used
for treating leprosy or tuberculosis.”
The lawyer showed reporters
a hand-written letter to Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov
in which Milosevic claimed he
was being poisoned.
see MILOSEVIC, page 19

Existence of Iraqi death squads confirmed
BY

MATTHEW SCHOFIELD
Knight Ridder Tribune

Senior Iraqi officials Sunday
confirmed for the first time that
death squads composed of government employees had operated illegally from inside two
government ministries.
“The deaths squads that
we have captured are in the
defense and interior ministries,” Minister of Interior Bayan
Jabr said during a joint news
conference with the Minister
of Defense. “There are people
who have infiltrated the army
and the interior.”
Also, Sunday, a series of

deadly attacks hit the Shiite
Baghdad neighborhood of Sadr
City, which had recently been
relatively safe, initiating another round of sectarian killings
and threatening to provoke
more.
Seven car bombs were left in
markets around the poor Shiite
area. Two exploded at 5:30 p.m.,
another at 5:35 p.m., two at 5:40
p.m. in a different market, and
one at 5:45 p.m. Police found
and defused the seventh.
The blasts, set off at the busiest time of the day just after
poor residents would have
returned from their jobs, yet
before curfew, killed 46 people

and wounded another 204. By
Sunday night, the suburb of 2.5
million had been sealed off by
police and the private militia of
radical cleric Muqtada al-Sadr,
the Mahdi Army.
The targeting of Sadr City
could provoke a strong political
backlash. Sadr City is a bastion of support for al-Sadr, a
key backer of Prime Minister
Ibrahim al-Jaafari’s bid for reelection. Al-Jaafari’s nomination is strongly opposed by
Sunni and Kurdish leaders,
although he is supported by
United Iraqi Alliance, the Shiite
political bloc that is the largest
in parliament.

HELEN HUGHES/KRT

President Michelle Bachelet, center, waves to the crowd from a
balcony of the Moneda palace as the first woman to take office as
President of Chile, Saturday, March 11, 2006.

Olmert explicitly lays out his plans for Israel’s future
BY

MICHAEL MATZA

Knight Ridder Tribune

SHARON PERRY/KRT

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, pictured
here in 2004, has laid out an explicit blueprint for the future of Israel’s borders.

Amid the blast of campaign ads now
hitting Israeli airwaves is a commercial for
Kadima, the centrist party formed last year
by Ariel Sharon and led by acting Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert since Sharon’s devastating stroke two months ago.
The ad’s images are Kadima staples:
iconic shots of Sharon, and later Olmert,
looking large and in charge, training binoculars on an unseen but implicitly perilous horizon.
With the publication of extensive interviews in every major Israeli newspaper last
week, Olmert finally has shared his vision
of the road ahead.
While he and Sharon have a common
point of view, one thing is clear as Israel prepares for parliamentary elections on March
28: Olmert intends to be more explicit than
Sharon ever was about his blueprint for
Israel’s future.
Where Sharon avoided precise positions
in order to maximize his maneuverability,

Olmert has dispensed with the ambiguity,
throwing down cards Sharon would have
kept close to his vest.
Promising if elected to establish Israel’s
permanent borders by the turn of the
decade, Olmert said the separation barrier
Israel is building to shut out the West Bank
would be the future eastern border of the
Jewish state, with minor territorial adjustments.
He said outlying settlements would
be incorporated into the larger settlements that Israel intends to keep forever.
Settlements east of the barrier would be
evacuated.
In addition, he intends to build more
than 3,500 units of housing on West Bank
land to create Israeli contiguity between
Jerusalem and the largest settlement, Maale
Adumim.
The decade-old government plan to
build in this area, known as the E-1 tract,
was frozen last year because of American
opposition, but Olmert believes he can
revive it. Palestinians contend that building in E-1 will sever Arabs in East Jerusalem

from their hinterland and virtually foreclose a viable two-state solution.
Analysts say Olmert’s master plan for
how he intends to lead the country is the
clearest sign yet that he is emerging from
Sharon’s shadow.
“For better or worse, Sharon was a master of ambiguity, especially on election eve.
After Olmert’s weekend interviews, nobody
can say (he) lacks a platform or a plan,” said
political commentator Yossi Verter, writing
in Sunday’s Israeli daily Haaretz.
Although Kadima is the projected frontrunner, it has been slipping slightly in
recent polls. Party watchers say Olmert’s
recent interviews were meant to shore up
Kadima’s strength with voters vacillating
between Kadima and the left-of-center
Labor Party.
In presenting his plan, Olmert said Israel
would wait a “reasonable” amount of time
for the new Hamas-led Palestinian government to renounce the use of violence,
recognize Israel’s right to exist and abide by
previous agreements between Israel and
the Palestine Liberation Organization.
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Two car bombs wreak havoc in Iraq
IRAQ
continued from page 17

mainstream Shiites follow.
The Iraqi government reported that
379 people were killed throughout the
country in the violence after the shrine
bombing. In Baghdad, Mahdi Army
fighters launched retaliatory attacks
on Sunni mosques while Sadr publicly
preached restraint.
News of Sunday’s attacks came as
the Kurdish president, Talabani, AbdulAziz al-Hakim, the head of the Shiite
Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution
in Iraq, and other Sunni and Kurdish
politicians announced that the new
parliament would meet for its first session Thursday, three days earlier than
previously announced.
After meeting for 90 minutes with
political leaders representing the various factions, Talabani said that they
agreed to hold daily meetings until
there is agreement on selecting candidates for government positions and
other key issues.
U.S. Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad,
who has aggressively interceded in the
stalled negotiations, reiterated that the
stakes are high and that Iraqis need to
take swift action.
There is “the need on an urgent
basis to form a government of national
unity,” Khalilzad said.
Prime Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari
was absent from the meeting, but
he did meet with Talabani earlier to
discuss security preparation for the
upcoming observance of the end of the
Shiite mourning period for the martyrdom of Imam Hussein. Hundreds of
thousands of Shiites from around the

world are expected to gather in Karbala
for the annual pilgrimage.
Talabani, Sunni leaders and secular Shiite politician Ayad Allawi have
called on the United Iraqi Alliance, the
leading Shiite bloc, to reconsider the
nomination of al-Jaafari as prime minister. Al-Jaafari won the UIA’s caucus
to become the bloc’s choice for prime
minister by the slimmest of margins.
Opponents of al-Jaafari said he has
been ineffective and is undeserving of
holding the high office. They also complain that al-Jaafari is an isolating figure who would prevent a national unity
government from forming — something that politicians of all stripes say
is necessary to steer Iraq through a
violent and uncertain period.
Al-Jaafari’s office released a statement Sunday reiterating that he did
not intend to leave the post.
“He cannot make a successful prime
minister,” said Kurdish parliamentarian Mahmoud Othman in an interview
Sunday. “We experienced... a year in
which he was not capable of addressing the issues of Iraq. Why should we
repeat this failure?”
In a separate development, components of a roadside bomb were found
hidden in a cigarette package on the tarmac of Baghdad International Airport
as passengers were getting on a Royal
Jordanian Airlines flight Saturday.
The flight took off after a 3-hour
delay, but the U.S. Embassy issued an
alert on Sunday stating that all U.S.
government employees were prohibited from taking commercial flights
in and out of Baghdad until further
notice.

Mixed reactions to Milosevic’s death
MILOSEVIC
continued from page 17

Six days before Milosevic’s death,
Milan Babic, leader of Serb rebels in
Croatia and a convicted war criminal,
committed suicide in the same prison. Babic had provided key testimony
against Milosevic and was back in The
Hague testifying in another case.
“First Babic, now Milosevic. This is
not an accident,” said Marija Darijevic,
34, a Belgrade lawyer.
“I suffered under Milosevic and I
don’t feel any regret at his death, but I
think that even the worst criminal has
the right to proper medical treatment,”
she said.
Milosevic had a heart condition and
high blood pressure. His poor health
slowed the pace of his trial, and doctors
monitoring his care limited the number
of hours he was permitted to appear in
court.
In December, Milosevic petitioned
the tribunal to allow him to travel to
Moscow to seek medical treatment. The
tribunal declined, saying that adequate
care was available in the Netherlands.
Darijevic disagreed. “The fact that
The Hague didn’t let him go to Russia
for treatment and that he died two days
later — it makes The Hague prison look
like some kind of house of torture,” she

said.
Milosevic’s trial, which began in
February 2003, was due to conclude
in a few weeks. A verdict was expected
before the end of the year.
Milosevic was charged with war
crimes, crimes against humanity and
genocide. Legal experts who have followed the case said there were some
doubts that the prosecution had proven
its case on the most serious charge,
genocide.
Del Ponte, however, said she had
been confident of a conviction.
“It’s a great pity for justice that the trial
will not be completed and no verdict
will be rendered,” she said. “It deprives
the victims of the justice they need and
deserve.” She also said that Milosevic’s
death made it “more urgent than ever”
for Serb authorities to arrest Bosnian
Serb wartime leader Radovan Karadzic
and his top military commander, Gen.
Ratko Mladic, the last two major figures
of that era who remain at large.
Funeral plans for Milosevic remain
up in the air. Many of his diehard supporters in Serbia are calling for a state
funeral, but senior officials in the
Serbian government have little sympathy for the disgraced former leader and
are fearful of the reaction his return
would provoke.
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For the week of Mar. 13 to Mar. 19.

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY

"Boobies!!"
— a three-year-old boy to Patrice Taddonio as she was changing
her shirt in the women's locker room on Sunday

Aries (March 21-April 20) Over the next four days,
unique business ideas are promising but may take
longer to develop than anticipated. Stay focused
on new investments and remain dedicated to
small beginnings, long-term agreements and legal
partnerships. After mid-week, thorough paperwork and careful planning will bring vital career
options into your life.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Long-term romantic agreements may this week need to be openly negotiated. Over the next two days, loved ones will
require clarification of group social intentions
and ongoing family duties. Empathy will ensure
lasting commitment. Wednesday through
Saturday, health regimes and new fitness programs are accented.

Taurus (April 21-May 20) Family or romantic discussions may this week reveal rare social information. Emotional conflict is temporary: find positive ways to establish common goals or increase
trust. Later this week, a revised business agreement may trigger workplace controversy. After
Thursday, close colleagues will demand group
accountability. Avoid bold public statements:
political tensions are high.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Vague property contracts will
this week require new definition. Pay special
attention to annual increases, payment requirements or financial calculations. Avoid rushed
decisions: before mid-April, older officials may
attempt to finalize faulty documents. Thursday
through Saturday, a close friend may reveal an
unexpected attraction. Private flirtations and
business ethics will be a key concern.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) Home restrictions will no
longer delay important decisions. After Tuesday,
close relatives or roommates may be willing to
expand daily commitments. Clearly express all
doubts, wishes or suggestions: over the next
few weeks long-term plans and shared family
aspirations are easily negotiated. Friday through
Sunday, an unexpected flirtation may evolve into
a short-term relationship.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Allow unproductive relationships to steadily fade. Over the next four
days, many Sagittarians will experience a strong
desire for emotional completion with loved
ones. Ask friends and lovers for special consideration: romantic memories and past decisions
will no longer linger. After Wednesday, business
negotiations will provide unique insights into
the motives of key officials.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) Employment proposals and
money permissions will this week demand quick
decisions: after Tuesday, expect team leadership,
business advancement and financial planning to
offer unique challenges. Key officials will allow
creative expansion: pace yourself and expect
increasing responsibilities. Thursday through
Saturday, social invitations are unreliable: watch
for friends and close relatives to postpone events
or cancel plans.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) Social events and family
plans will this week provide pleasing distraction. Many Capricorns will now experience new
levels of home enjoyment. Single Capricorns
can expect unusual romantic proposals. Before
mid-April, extended travel and long-term promises may also be highlighted. Thursday through
Saturday, job proposals are unreliable. Remain
patient: career advancement will arrive in early
April.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Early this week, a close friend
may avoid private gatherings. Don’t be dismayed:
over the next few days, social invitations and
planned celebrations are emotionally complex
and unpredictable. Later this week, plan new
money strategies or home budgets. Before midApril, daily finances may require adjustment: stay
dedicated to steady payments, reduced debt and
long-term security.

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Financial proposals and
romantic planning will this week work to your
advantage. After Tuesday, loved ones may
reveal an honest desire to increase the security
in their private lives. Business and emotional
stability are at issue. Later this week, someone
close may initiate complex social discussions.
Areas of concern are private tensions between
younger relatives and family power struggles.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) In the coming weeks,
love affairs and new attractions are brief but
enjoyable. Before mid-week, respond quickly
to sudden proposals, romantic compliments or
social invitations. At present, potential friends
and lovers will offer loyalty and bold statements
of affection. Late Thursday, a relative may request
detailed financial advice. Land documents and
investments are highlighted. Ask for completed
paperwork: minor legal regulations will become
increasingly problematic.

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20) Authority figures will soon
take responsibility for the emotional strain
between colleagues. After Tuesday, expect team
assignments, job reviews and deadlines to be
rescheduled. Stay open to new suggestions:
this is a strong time for positive group discussion and revised workplace roles. Later this
week, spend extra time with an isolated friend.
At present, someone close may feel misunderstood or socially forgotten. Your loyalty, trust
and compassion will be appreciated.
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Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

Wanted

Within walking distance
of campus and to T in Davis
Square. Reasonable Rent. Great
Apartments. Call Day or Night
Frank or Lina 617-625-7530. Offcampus living is the best.

House for rent June 1.
Bromfield Rd. Apt 1: 3 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, dishwasher/
disposal, bathoom. Apt 2: 5 bedrooms, living room, kitchen, dishwasher/disposal, 2 bathrooms. W/
D, cable and internet in both apts.
781-985-1038 or 802-583-9921

Somerville/Medford Apts. College
Ave. Tufts/Davis Sq. area- great 2,
3 and 4 bedrooms, $600 and up,
available June 1, no fees, modern
kitchen and baths, wash/dry/refrig/
dishwasher/disposal, hardwood
floors, porches. Call Mrs. B at 781729-8151 or email buckdre@aol.com

3 bedroom apartment.
Living room, full kitchen, bathroom. Front and back porches.
W/D Storage. Starting June 1,
2006. Parking available. $585 and
up per person. No pets. Call 617776-5467

$400 per month.
Includes utilities washer/dryer
on street. Parking. Bruce King
7814883262

Up to $900 /month.
Healthy MEN, 18-38, enrolled/
graduated from BA/BS program.
APPLY ONLINE: www.cryobankdonors.com

Completely Renovated
1 Bedroom Basement Apt 5
Houses from Tufts Campus,
Medford, 34 Capen Street. New
Washer and Dryer, Large Eatin Kitchen, Large Bathroom.
Available April 1st. 1075 per
month, utilities included. Call 781258-5548 or szgls77@aol.com for
pictures

4 bedroom 3/10 mile from
Carmichael. Completely remodeled
kitchen cabinets and appliances,
hardwood floors, new ceilings,
electrical, and lighting, W/D in
basement. $2200 Available June
1st. UTILITIES NOT INCLUDED.
NO PETS. CALL 617-484-5877

3 bedroom apartments.
Large modern kitchens with
refrigerators, dishwashers, disposals, and oak cabinets. Bathrooms
remodeled. Wall-to-wall carpeting,
front and back porches, garages
available, no fees, from $1595/mo.
(781)863-0440
Large and Sunny 3 Bedroom
Boston Ave. Clean sunny, large,
rehabbed 6+ room 3rd floor - 5
blocks from campus. Living room,
dining room, eat-in kitchen w/ pantry, 2 porches, hardwood floors,
and parking. $1800 month plus
utilities. Available 6/1/06. Call 781956-5868.
Huge 3 Bedroom.
Clean sunny, large, 7+ rooms 2
floors - 6 blocks from campus.
Bedrooms with skylights, huge living room, dining room, eat-in kitchen w/pantry, W/D, DW/D porch,
hardwood floors, and parking.
Wonderful space. $2000 month
plus utilities. Available 6/1/06. Call
781-956-5868.

3 Bedroom Apt. Very close to
school. Excellent condition. Free
parking. Wont last. 617-448-6233.
3 BR Apt. with kitchen,
dining room, furnished. Fr. +
Back porches, laundry, storage.
Excellent condition. Starting June
1st 2006. Parking available. Call:
617-776-5467.
5 Bedroom Apt.
Good sized bedrooms. Free parking. Right across the street from
school. Very well located. 617448-6233

4 apartments - No feesNewly renovated-Amazing location- 2 blocks to main campus.
Stunninly beautiful 4, 3, 3,1
bedroom apts. Available. Parking
available. Plan ahead for next
year. Available 9/1/06. $1,000
and up. Please call 781-3964675

Continued from page 24

goals and 29 assists) and Clarke,
whose 28 goals and eight assists
earned him the NESCAC and New
England Player of the Year awards,
both graduated. The team also lost
both of their goalies, as starter Andy
Starr and back-up Luke Chicco have
also graduated.
But coach Mike Daly is not
concerned, and is working with a
solid core of starters and some new
talent. In the midfield, the team
returns senior All-New England
selection Mike O’Brien and AllNESCAC selections Brett Holm and
Rory Doucette.
At attack, junior Mark Warner was
second on the team in points with
41 (17 goals, 24 assists) and senior
Billy Granger tallied 22 (12 goals, 10
assists). Senior Mike Hughes also
scored 17 goals. O’Brien, Warner,
Granger and Hughes were the second, fourth and sixth-leading scorers on the team.
The defense returns all of its starters, led by junior Wiley Dornseif, an
All-New England selection last year.
“Everybody [who graduated] is to
a varying degree is replaceable, and
we have a really impressive group of
guys,” Daly said.
With 43 players, five more than

Short walk to Tufts.
4 bedroom duplex apartment on
two floors of two-family house,
1 1/2 bathrooms, washer/dryer
on premises, kitchen with walk-in
pantry, separate dining room, living
room, hardwood floors, backyard,
porches, quiet street, storage in
basement, lease. No pets. No
smokers. Available June 1, 2006.
$2400/mo., plus utilities. Call
Robert at (617) 227-

Continued from page 24

compounded the team’s worsening situation, dropping to last
place. Beck was having trouble
walking without cramping up after
her 5,000 and ran a 2:25 on fumes.
Crispin took the handoff for the
mile leg with an opportunity to
move the team up, but the former All-American never found her
rhythm. Crispin ran a 5:21, well
behind the 5:03.36 she ran last
weekend at the Last Chance Meet
at Trinity.
“I’m at a loss to figure out what
happened to her and Catherine
Beck,” Morwick said. “Sometimes
you just don’t have it, I guess, and
we didn’t. We knew going into the
DMR that we’d need a big cushion
for [Beck] and we just couldn’t pick
her up and rise to the occasion.”
Having broken two school
records on the season and qualified for two individual events for
Nationals, Beck was named the
NCAA New England Regional
Athlete of the year. But her dream
season turned into a nightmarish race in the 5,000 meters on
Saturday.

What do you need to know?
Commencement 2006
http://commencement.tufts.edu

On campus
Tufts Right to Arms presents
“Banned from the Airwaves”: A
talk with Cam Edwards. 6PM,
Pearson 104.

The race was rough from the
start, with senior Julia Rudd of
Wisconsin La Crosse taking the
field out from the get-go and grabbing a 25-meter lead. The pack
caught up, and it was Williams
senior Caroline Cretti’s surge with
1,200 meters to go that broke open
the race. Beck covered the move,
but could not stay with the lead
pack and faded to 13th in 18:07.50,
almost a minute slower than her
seed time.
“She was in the hunt with about
five laps to go and then she hit a
wall,” Morwick said. “She dropped
back to seventh with four laps and
then really struggled in her last
three laps.”
O’Brien’s strong performance
in the 1,200 leg of the DMR on
Saturday made up for her lackluster performance in the 800 preliminaries on Friday. She entered
the race with the fifteenth and final
seed but finished seventh out of
eight runners in 2:17.77, missing a
chance to qualify for the finals by
2.15 seconds. The first 600 meters
went out in 1:39, which is faster
than normal for O’Brien.
“It just went out harder than I’m

For sale
Harley Davidson Sportster 1999.
2,700 miles, $6,500. Call Bill after
4 PM at cell 617-589-2984 or
home 781-391-5234.

Liberator: No surprise that
Amherst is seat of all evil
LIBERATOR

last year, depth is one of the team’s
major strengths. And with 11 returning seniors, the team should not be
lacking in the leadership category.
“Our seniors will be huge contributors in terms of leadership and
poise and setting the tone,” Daly
said. “They know me the best and
they know my expectations the
best. Their job is to help bring that
to our in younger guys.”
Fourteen rookies will be on the
roster to bolster the veteran leadership, and a breakout season from
just a few of them could make the
difference for the Jumbos this season.
“I don’t like to make any judgments and I like to spend time
developing the freshman,” Daly
said. “You don’t know who will
develop and who has the right character to develop and you don’t want
to deny a man an opportunity.”
The entire defensive squad will
be returning, and with one year
under its belt, it should be a formidable force on the field.
“It’s definitely great to have so
many of the guys back,” Dornseif
said. “We’re expecting quite a bit
from ourselves. We’ve got a good
offense, too, but it’s going to have to
be a full team effort.”
Cook transferred from Bates after

Babysit for children in their
own homes. Earn $13+/hr. If
you have at least 2 full weekdays
open, childcare experience &
references, fill out our web app.
www.parentsinapinch.com 617739-KIDS ext. 111

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

his sophomore year, but was forced
last year to sit out a large portion
of the season due to a hamstring
injury. Cook should be back on the
field and ready to contribute to the
mature defensive unit this season.
“One of Ave’s greatest strengths
is his ability to lead by example,”
Dornseif said. “He plays incredible
defense, very aggressive defense.
He brings a lot of intensity to the
team; he’s got so much energy. He
works to make himself better, and
he makes everyone else around him
better.”
The main holes to be filled are on
the offensive and midfield lines and
in goal, where sophomore Kevin
Coneys will be asked to play a critical role, along with freshmen Matt
Harrigan and Max Murphy.
The 2006 STX Coaches Poll has
ranked Tufts at No. 20 in Div. III.
Middlebury, Wesleyan, Bowdoin,
and Amherst are also ranked in the
top 25, making the NESCAC the top
Div. III conference in the country
this season.
With high preseason expectations and a deep and talented roster,
the team is anxious to bounce back
from a disappointing 2005 finish.
It will get its first chance at home
on Tuesday against non-conference
Skidmore.

Individuals, relays underacheive at Nationals,
where times were higher than expected
WOMEN’S TRACK

Listeners needed for speech
experiments that last 1-2 hours.
Compensation is $10/hour.
Participate in many or just one session. Located in Davis Square. For
info, e-mail harold@sens.com.

Relationship Problems?
Study Problems? Depressed?
Dr. Richard A. Goodman,
“Newsweek” quoted therapist
and relationship specialist has
a few openings for students.
Complete confidentiality. Tufts
insurance accepted. Call (617)
628-4961

Events
Attention Larger Groups:
3, 6 or 9 students. Act now to take
advantage of this unique opportunity.
Three 3-Bedroom apartments are
presently available in the same room
near Tufts. These units are rented
on a first come first served basis,
so this opportunity for larger groups
to pick their neighbors will not last
long. As a limited time incentive
from now until March 9th, groups
renting 2 units will recieve a total of
$1000 off the First Months Rents (2
x $500). Groups renting all 3 units
will recieve a total of $2250 off the
First Months Rents (3 x $750). Rents
currently starting at $1650/unit contact us today at (781) 863-6469

Replacing departed Griffin, Clarke will be
difficult, but Daly has the tools across board
MEN’S LACROSSE

Services

used to,” O’Brien said. “If I hadn’t
gone out fast, than I wouldn’t have
been in it, but I couldn’t hold onto
the pace. It was a good learning
experience in terms of how to run
a good 800 at Nationals.”
The weekend was disappointing on all fronts, and the pedestrian performances from both
individuals and relays were unexpected drops from the seasonlong times.
“It was a tough weekend in that
we have the physical ability but it
just didn’t come together,” O’Brien
said.
Morwick refused to let the poor
showing dampen the season’s
accomplishments. During the
2005-2006 season, the Jumbos
broke four school records and
almost beat Williams for the Div.
III New England Regional title.
“Regardless, we made it there
with eight kids who had a great season,” Morwick said. “Sometimes
you need a little luck and we just
didn’t catch a break all weekend.
We’ll bounce back and every time
you make it to Nationals, it’s an
achievement and a huge learning
experience.”

continued from page 23

Amherst and Colonel Henry
Bouquet reveals that they first
contemplated using the “Spanish
Method” — hunting down Native
Americans with trained dogs — to
address the local Native American
problem.
But Amherst decided not
to. Why? It was not because it
went against his morals. No, he
approved of the strategy in principle. He just didn’t have enough
dogs. Instead Amherst is believed
to have contaminated blankets
with smallpox and then distributed them amongst neighboring
Indian tribes. Gooooo Jeffs!!!
Then there is the founder
and first president of Amherst,
Zephaniah Swift Moore. Another
real gem. Moore was the president
ofWilliams College until 1821 when
he resigned because he supported
the unpopular idea of moving the
college to Hampshire County.
But Moore did not leave emptyhanded. He took faculty members and students, and it is also

rumored that he stole a portion of
the Williams library as well. Moore
and his band of traitors settled in a
little western Massachusetts town
called, you guessed it, Amherst.
There he became the first president of the newly created Amherst
College, although I can’t understand why. Was it because he displayed some of the “exemplary”
personality qualities that Amherst
was looking for in a president? Or
were they scared he might leave
with the local copy of the Illiad in
the middle of the night?
Finally there is Amherst’s current president, Anthony W. Marx.
Although there is not a shred of
evidence to prove this, I’m sure Mr.
McCarthy would have had something to say about this interesting
coincidence.
So what have we learned? In
summation, Amherst College
seems to have been founded by
a thief and a traitor, named after
a mass murderer, and currently
run by a suspected communist.
Basically Amherst is the “Nina
Myers” of colleges. I rest my case.

Tufts’ Nationals hopes spoiled
MEN’S TRACK
Continued from page 24

jump. It was a bad day for all 14
qualified high jumpers that came
in with marks of 2.03 meters and
above; none except winner senior
Andy Stoecken of Loras College
(2.11 meters), could break 2.02
meters.
“There were a lot of freshmen
and sophomores that were at
Nationals for the first time,” Arak
said. “It adds an element of difficulty.”
Like the rest of the group, Arak
turned in a sub-par performance.
On account of his season-best 2.03
meter mark, he entered the competition in a nine-way tie for the
sixth-seed. Arak failed to clear the
starting height of 1.92 meters in
three attempts and finished last
among the qualifiers.
“It’s always tough to come in
at higher heights like the one at
Nationals,” Arak said. “Most people
need a few jumps to find a rhythm,
and sometimes when the starting
height is so high, it’s hard to find
that.”
Fortin, the seventh-ranked qualifier in the mile run with a time of
4:12.56, also did not fare well.
“In the preliminaries, my race
strategy was to run mid-pack and
stay comfortable for awhile,” Fortin
said. “Then in the end I wanted to
move up and finish top three and
qualify automatically for finals.”
Fortin was in the fast heat, and

four athletes from his seven-man
race bested the old meet record of
4:16.49; however, the added benefit of a fast heat did not improve
Fortin’s race, and he finished seventh in his heat and last in the field
of 14 in 4:21.68. The only other
NESCAC competitor, third-seeded
junior Mike Davidian of Williams,
also failed to qualify for the mile
run finals.
“I was in great condition,” Fortin
said. “My energy levels were just
not there, not where they needed
to be for me to be able to do what I
can do.”
Lacey was the last Tufts competitor to take the track, running in
the 5k. He entered the meet qualified in tenth with a time of 14:41.28,
but emerged last with 15:37.64, one
of his slowest times of the season.
For Lacey, one of the best runners in Tufts history, the feeling of
unfulfilled promise at Nationals
is a familiar one. At last year’s
outdoor track and field National
Championships, Lacey entered
ranked second but finished 16th in
his race.
“Lacey’s race was tough,” Arak
said. “He put himself in good position but just couldn’t pull it off. The
5k is just such a tough race, especially at that level.”
That feeling of underachievement permeated the weekend, as
uncharacteristically low showings
dashed the team’s hopes of higher
individual finishes.
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FIRST ROUND
MAR. 16 & 17

SECOND ROUND
MAR. 18 & 19

SWEET 16
MAR. 23 & 24

ELITE EIGHT
MAR. 25 & 26

FINAL FOUR
APR. 1

NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP
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FINAL FOUR
APR. 1

ELITE EIGHT
MAR. 25 & 26

SWEET 16
MAR. 23 & 24

SECOND ROUND
MAR. 18 & 19

FIRST ROUND
MAR. 16 & 17
(1) CONNECTICUT (27-3)

(1) DUKE (30-3)
(16) SOUTHERN (19-12)
(8) GEORGE WASHINGTON (26-2)

(16) ALBANY (21-10)

GREENSBORO, NC
MAR. 16 & 18

PHILA., PA
MAR. 17 & 19

(8) KENTUCKY (21-12)

(9) UNC-WILMINGTON (25-7)

(9) UAB ( 24-6)

(5) SYRACUSE (23-11)

(5) WASHINGTON (24-6)

(12) TEXAS A&M (21-8)
(4) LSU (23-8)

(12) UTAH STATE (23-8)
JACKSONVILLE, FL
MAR. 17 & 19

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
MAR. 16 &18

(13) IONA (23-7)

(3) IOWA (25-8)

WASHINGTON, D.C.

ATLANTA

(6) WEST VIRGINIA (20-10)
(11) SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (22-10)

(4) ILLINOIS (25-6)
(13) AIR FORCE (24-6)
(6) MICHIGAN STATE (22-11)
(11) GEORGE MASON (23-7)

AUBURN HILLS, MI
MAR. 17 & 18

DAYTON, OHIO
MAR. 17 & 19

(3) NORTH CAROLINA (22-7)

(14) NORTHWESTERN ST. (25-7)

(14) MURRAY STATE (24-6)

(7) CALIFORNIA (20-10)

(7) WICHITA STATE (24-8)

(10) N.C. STATE (21-9)
(2) TEXAS (27-6)

(10) SETON HALL (18-11)

DALLAS, TX
MAR. 17 & 19

GREENSBORO, NC
MAR. 16 & 18

(15) PENNSYLVANIA (20-8)

(2) TENNESSEE (21-7)
(15) WINTHROP (23-7)

INDIANAPOLIS
APR. 3

(16A) MONMOUTH (18-14)

INDIANAPOLIS
APR. 1

INDIANAPOLIS
APR. 1

(16B) HAMPTON (16-15)
OPENING ROUND MAR. 14

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

(1) MEMPHIS (30-3)

(1) VILLANOVA (25-4)

(16) ORAL ROBERTS (21-11)
(8) ARKANSAS (22-9)

(16) MONMOUTH/HAMPTON
PHILA., PA
MAR. 17 & 19

DALLAS, TX
MAR. 17 & 19

(8) ARIZONA (19-12)

(9) BUCKNELL (26-4)

(9) WISCONSIN (19-11)

(5) PITTSBURGH

(5) NEVADA (27-5)

(12) KENT STATE (25-8)
(4) KANSAS (25-7)

(12) MONTANA (23-6)
SALT LAKE CITY, UT
MAR. 16 & 18
(4) BOSTON COLLEGE (26-7)

AUBURN HILLS, MI
MAR. 17 & 18

(13) PACIFIC (24-7)

(13) BRADLEY (20-10)
(6) INDIANA (18-11)

MINNEAPOLIS

OAKLAND

(11) SAN DIEGO ST. (24-8)
(3) GONZAGA (27-3)

(6) OKLAHOMA (20-8)
(11) UW-MILWAUKEE (21-8)

JACKSONVILLE, FL
MAR. 16 & 18

SALT LAKE CITY, UT
MAR. 16 & 18

(3) FLORIDA (27-6)
(14) SOUTH ALABAMA (24-6)

(14) XAVIER (21-10)
(7) MARQUETTE (20-10)

(7) GEORGETOWN (21-9)

(10) ALABAMA (17-12)

(10) NORTHERN IOWA (23-9)

(2) UCLA (27-6)

SAN DIEGO, CA
MAR. 16 & 18

DAYTON, OHIO
MAR. 17 & 19

(2) OHIO STATE (25-5)

(13) BELMONT (20-10)

(15) DAVIDSON (20-10)

MEN’S LACROSSE

Returning starters anchor
strong, veteran defense
BY

MARLEE KUTCHER

Contributing Writer

While the men’s lacrosse
team may have to replace
the goal production of AllAmericans Devin Clarke and
Bryan Griffin on offense,
the Jumbos’ defense will be
anchored by the return of the
entire 2005 starting defensive
line.
The starters’ return will
be bolstered by the return
of senior Ave Cook, an AllAmerican transfer to Tufts
whose 2005 season was cut
short by a pulled hamstring.
Junior Wiley Dornseif, who
started every game for the
Tufts defense last year, anticipates Cook’s return as a big
boost to the team.
“Ave is one of the best defenseman in the country, and
when he’s on the field, we’re
a better team,” Dornseif said.
“Him coming back can only
make us better.”
Joining Cook and Dornseif
will be seniors Tim Flanagan
and Tim Rotolo, junior Alex
Bezdek and sophomore Kevin
Kistler, who all saw substantial
playing time last season. The
infusion of three first-years,
sophomore transfer Tucker
Merrigan and freshmen Jordan
Yarboro and Danny Bialosky,
will add a few more options to
coach Mike Daly’s defensive
arsenal.
“We have so many guys who
are going to make contributions,” Bezdek said. “So many
different people are pushing
each other. Danny is a really
solid player — he just explodes
with power and athleticism.”

The one area on the field
without veteran talent is in
net, as the team graduated
its starting goalie Andy Starr,
who started 12 games for the
Jumbos, and backup goalie
Luke Chicco last season.
This year, the net will be
filled by a trio of young players. Sophomore Kevin Coneys,
who played just 15 minutes
over two games last season,
and freshmen Matt Harrigan
and Max Murphy will trade
time in goal. While Harrigan
will be starting in goal for
the team’s season-opener on
Tuesday against Skidmore, the
starting position will be up for
grabs throughout the season
and each practice is a new
chance to earn the starting
spot.
“Every player competes for
his position everyday,” Daly
said.
Despite the inexperience in
net, Bezdek is confident in the
goalies behind him.
“Kevin’s an exceptional
player, and he’s great at what
he does,” Bezdek said. “And
Harrigan and Max Murphy are
really solid. Even though they
are younger guys, the ability
these three have to push each
other will really make them all
better. I’m not at all worried
about the goalie situation.”
The veteran defense should
take a lot of pressure off the
young goalies.
“We won’t have a lot of
experience in the goal, but our
returning defensemen have a
lot of experience, so the goalies will just have to make the
regular saves,” senior co-captain Rory Doucette said.

SCHEDULE | March 13 - March 19
MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN
at RandolphMacon
1:30

at Lynchburg
TBA

Baseball

vs. Elmhurst
vs. LaSierra
at Orange, CA

Softball

Men’s
Lacrosse

Eastern
Connecticut
5:00 pm

Skidmore
3:30 pm

Women’s
Lacrosse

vs. Franklin Pierce
at West Palm
Beach

at Wellesley
4:00 pm

NCAA
NCAA
NCAA
Championships Championships Championships
at Rice
at Rice
at Rice

Fencing

STATISTICS | STANDINGS
Div. III Men’s Lacrosse
STIX Coaches Preseason Ranking
Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. Salisbury (13)
2. SUNY Cortland
3. Middlebury
4. Gettysburg
5. Nazareth
6. Roanoke
7. Lynchburg
8. Washington (Md.)
9. Springfield
17. Tufts

Div. III Women’s Lacrosse
IWLCA Preseason Ranking
Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. The College of New Jersey (12)
2. Sailsbury (2)
3. Middlebury (1)
4. Colorado College
5. Gettysburg
6. SUNY Cortland
7. Bowdion
8. Amherst
9. Williams
Also receiving votes: Tufts

NCAA Div. I Men’s Basketball
AP Ranking
as of Mar. 5, 2006
Rank, Team (Previous)

1. Connecticut (2)
2. Viilanova (4)
3. Duke (1)
4. Gonzaga (5)
5. Memphis (3)
6. George Washington (6)
7. Ohio State (8)
8. Texas (7)
9. Illinois (10)
10. North Carolina (15)

NCAA Div. I Women’s
Basketball AP Ranking

NBA Scoreboard
CLE
MIA

92
98

HOU
SA

81
88

SEA
LAL

120 PHI
113 MEM

94
91

CHA
DET

78
94

DEN
BOS

101
106

IND
TOR

89
93

NJ
95
NO/OK 84

PHO
POR

101 DAL
111 SAC

80
85

NHL Scoreboard

as of Mar. 5, 2006
Rank, Team (Previous)

1 North Carolina (2)
2. Duke (1)
3. LSU (3)
4. Maryland (4)
5. Ohio State (6)
6. Rutgers (8)
7. Connecticut (6)
8. Oklahoma (9)
9. Tennessee (5)
10. Baylor (10)

CAL
COL

0
3

DET
CHI

5
3

OTT
WAS

5
2

EDM
MIN

3
4

BOS
BUF

2
6

PHI
PIT

0
2

ATL
NYR

3OT PHO
2
ANA

2
5
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

COLE LIBERATOR | HOT PEAS AND BUTTER

Even in defeat, Jumbos remain gracious
BY

EVANS CLINCHY

Senior Staff Writer

The men’s basketball team came within
just seconds of an appearance in the Elite
Eight on Friday night.
In the end, however, the Jumbos’ dream
season came up short, as an off-balance
heave from sophomore guard Andrew Olson
found its way into the bottom of the net,
giving the Lord Jeffs the momentum they
needed to emerge with a victory.
For a Tufts team making its first-ever
Sweet 16 appearance, a loss like that could
have been absolutely devastating. But the
members of the team were quick to put the
game into perspective.
Coming off of perhaps the most memorable loss in team history, the Jumbos were gracious in defeat and had nothing but praise
for their captains, teammates and fans.
In the final game of their college basketball careers, senior tri-captains Dan Martin
and Brian Fitzgerald led their team on and
off the court, as they have done throughout
the entire season.
“To go from 8-17 two years ago to setting
a school record with 23 wins and going to a
Sweet Sixteen, they were as big a part of it as
anybody,” junior tri-captain Dave Shepherd

said.
Despite both players turning in sub-par
games offensively (Martin shot 3-of-15 for
11 points, well below his season average, and
Fitzgerald scored just once from the floor to
finish with four points) both players received
a strong showing of respect from their teammates after Friday’s loss.
“They’re great captains and unbelievable
teammates,” said junior forward Brian Kumf,
who finished with a team-leading 21 points.
“We’re all best friends. I can’t put into words
what they mean to this program.”
Martin, the only Jumbo to finish his fourth
season of Tufts basketball in 2006, had a
tough game against the Amherst defense,
as the Jeffs’ defenders double-teamed Tufts’
leading scorer. Despite his troubles on the
offensive end, Martin nabbed 11 rebounds
to lead the team.
“He’s a battler,” coach Bob Sheldon said of
Martin. “Dan carried us all year; Dan got us
to this point. And maybe it won’t show up in
the stat line, but he was the man tonight.”
“Dan is literally everything,” Fitzgerald
added. “He’s our best player on the floor. He’s
our rock. Our whole offense is surrounding
him. We feed off of him offensively, defensively, emotionally, everything. I can’t say
enough about him. He’s an amazing player
and an amazing person. It’s going to be

tough to lose him.”
The positive energy that fueled the postseason run came not only from the leadership of the team’s captains, but also from the
support of its fans.
“This was a great atmosphere,” Sheldon
said. “To have that many people from Tufts
come out, to drive two hours, and to be that
vocal throughout the game ... it’s unbelievable, for us and for Tufts sports.”
Amherst’s LeFrak Gymnasium holds 1,400
fans, and the Tufts athletic department was
given just 230 of the tickets for Friday night’s
games. But the 230 Tufts supporters who
turned out were thunderous in their support. At times, the Tufts contingent drowned
out the intensely passionate Amherst home
crowd.
“We have amazing fans,” Fitzgerald said.
“That was the best road crowd I’ve seen in
a long time, no doubt. We can’t ask for any
more from them. They came out in full force
and they were screaming - it was great.”
While the loss was a devastating one,
the Tufts men’s basketball community will
recover, thanks to the strong bonds that
have been formed among these 15 men this
season.
“I just can’t show enough love for my
teammates,” Martin said. “They’re going to
have a great season next year.”

Kumf comes through in clutch, but all was for naught
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Continued from page 24

though. He did make it, so they’re going on
and we’re going home. It’s going to be a tough
one to put aside.”
After the stunning shot, the Jumbos still
had a chance to put away the Jeffs in overtime. Tufts gained a two-point lead but
quickly fell behind, 85-79. After Weitzen split
a pair at the line, the Jumbos found themselves trailing 85-80 with two minutes left,
and in desperate need of a spark.
They had a chance to create one when
Olson, trying to beat the press, fired a pass
right into the hands of Martin at halfcourt.
Martin handed off the ball to Shepherd, the
team’s clutch performer all season, who
missed a three-pointer. After both teams
battled for the board, sophomore Jeremy
Black dove to the floor to collect the rebound,
giving his team a glimpse of hope with 54
seconds left.
After a timeout, Weitzen faked his defender into the air, and then fired a three, trying
to initiate contact. The ball hit off the front
of the rim, but Black nabbed another huge
offensive rebound. Shepherd missed another three and this time the rebound went to
the Jeffs.
After Amherst iced the game with a 90-82
lead, Weitzen walked slowly to halfcourt and
fired up the last shot of the season. The halfcourt shot found the net, but it was too little
too late, and the winningest season in Tufts

basketball history came to an end.
“[The school-record 23 wins] means a
lot to us,” junior Brian Kumf said. “We’re
proud of that, but right now this hurts. We
went from the greatest feeling in the world
— thinking we were going to win the game,
thinking we were going to stop [Olson], then
going to the Elite Eight, and maybe the Final
Four — to probably the worst feeling in the
world. He hit a hell of a shot.”
And had Olson’s shot fallen short and
the Jumbos had gone onto the next round,
Kumf would have deserved a lot of the credit.
On a night when Martin, the team’s leading
scorer, found himself suffocated down low
by Amherst double-teams, Kumf sparked
the Jumbos all night. He played 40 minutes,
scored a career-high 21 points, grabbed nine
rebounds, hit all five of his free throws, and
turned the ball over only once.
“He got every rebound to start with and
then he finished [all of his shots],” Shepherd
said. “If it wasn’t for him, we wouldn’t have
even been there.”
Kumf stepped up big into the offensive
hole left by a struggling Martin. After scoring 41 points combined in the previous two
games this season against the Jeffs, Martin
scored only 11 points this time around. The
Jeffs held the big man to 3-15 shooting with
stifling double-teams and held him scoreless
from the floor for the first 18 minutes of the
game.
Shooting just 36.5 percent from the floor,

COURTESY ERIK ANDREWS/AMHERST COLLEGE

Sophomore Andrew Olson earned a permanent spot in the Amherst record books.
the Jumbos stayed in the game by playing tough defense and out-rebounding the
Jeffs 52-37, including 20 offensive rebounds.
Martin led the way in rebounding with 11.
The game ended the Jumbos’ longest tournament run in school history. Sheldon hopes
this brief experience with tournament success will be a springboard for next season.
“We got a taste of this and I think they
liked it,” Sheldon said. “We may become
addicted.”

Athletes of the Week
CHLOE YOUNG-HYMAN, WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Junior Chloe Young-Hyman was the sole representative of the women's swimming and diving team at Div. III NCAA
National Championships this weekend, held at Carleton College in Minneapolis, Minn.
She earned All-NESCAC honors for her third-place finish in the 50-yard breaststroke at the league championships, but
it was her 1:06.94 fifth-place finish in the 100-yard breaststroke that earned her the trip to Nationals as an 18 seed. This
weekend, she swam a slightly slower 1:07.52, just 0.01 seconds out of 16th place and the trip to the finals that would have
come with it.
By qualifying in the 100-yard breaststroke, she was allowed to choose two other elective events to enter. She swam the
100-yard freestyle in 53.84, besting her season record by 0.12 seconds and missing a trip to the finals by under a second. In
the 50-yard freestyle, she also shaved 0.09 seconds off her previous personal best and moved up from her 43rd seeding.
The junior has led the Jumbos all season long. She scored in multiple events several times throughout the season, and
spearheaded the team's fourth-place finish at the NESCAC Championships on Feb. 17-19.

BRIAN KUMF, MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wiith Amherst focusing its defensive efforts on senior tri-captain Dan Martin, junior forward Brian
Kumpf stole the offensive spotlight. With sharp cuts, and some beautiful footwork, Kumf scored 21 points,
nabbed nine rebounds, and surrendered just one turnover in his team's 90-85 overtime loss in the Sweet
16. After Martin scored 41 points in the previous two meetings between the rivals this season, the Lord
Jeffs double-teamed him throughout the game, giving Kumf more mobility in the paint and the responsibility of putting post points on the board.
In a game that had 11 ties and 12 lead changes, Kumf handed his team a four-point lead with 7:03
remaining in the second half of regulation. He continued to help his team maintain the lead three minutes
later, converting both of his free throws to bring the score to 68-64. The Jumbos had trouble converting
free throws down the stretch, but Kumf shot a solid 5-5 from the line in his 40 minutes on the floor.
Despite all of Kumf's efforts, the Jumbos failed to advance to the next round of the tournament, losing
to Amherst, 90-85, for the thrid time this season and the second time in overtime.

Madness

I

t has already been a few maddening days
and we haven’t even started the sprint to
Indianapolis.

Gerry McNamara began the insanity by
knifing through two defenders and throwing
up a runner over the outstretched fingertips
of Cincinnati’s center. And by runner, I don’t
mean a simple seven-footer from the lane.
No, this was the 22-foot variety that only, and
I mean only, happens in March. It was a shot
that should go down in history with those of
George Tate, Tyus Edney, and Drew Nicholas.
The craziness continued into the postgame press conference when Syracuse coach
Jim Boeheim challenged his own Orange
press, claiming that their recent article labeling McNamara as “overrated” was ridiculous. Although he was correct in his opinion,
Boeheim sounded like a new coach who was
still a little wet behind the ears rather than an
old salty veteran of the college game. He was
talking as if he had never experienced criticism
in his 20 years in the business.
Jim, you made out like a bandit in one of the
most aesthetically lopsided marriages this side
of Richie Sambora and Heather Locklear. Life
is good; take it easy. Let your team’s phenomenal play do the talking. The Syracuse media is
still the media, and it therefore has the right to
criticize, however inaccurately. It hasn’t been
the first time and won’t be the last time that
the press has messed up. Remember President
Dewey? Me neither.
But the best part of the interview was
watching McNamara sitting silently with his
head down as Boeheim worked himself into
a frenzy. Boeheim’s demeanor was the polar
opposite of the motionless McNamara, who
looked like he had a quick lobotomy before
the press conference. It wouldn’t have surprised me the least bit if, when asked about
Syracuse’s chances, Gerry put on some black
shades and, completely stone faced, muttered
into the camera, “We’re on a mission ... from
God.” And after this weekend, I might have
actually believed him.
While attempting to process the insanity,
ESPNEWS showed the reaction of a family of
Bearcat fans immediately after McNamara’s
dagger. The parents were devastated, but it
was their younger son who was really in pain. It
made me grateful that I didn’t go to Cincinnati
because I couldn’t imagine his devastation.
Yet.
Then came Friday night and the atrocity
committed by a one Andrew “bleeping” Olsen
on all of Jumbo Nation. If you didn’t see it,
you’re lucky, because it was gut-wrenchingly
painful. With only a second standing between
the Jumbos and a spot amongst the final eight,
Olson threw up an off-balanced three with a
Tufts defender in his face. And to the horror of
those in brown and blue, it found its way into
the bottom of the net.
Although the shot only sent the game into
overtime, it might as well have given Amherst
the victory. Prior to the shot, Tufts owned the
momentum, dominating the offensive glass
and staying one big play ahead of the Lord Jeffs
in an absolutely thrilling second half. But during overtime, it appeared that the Tufts players
were as shell-shocked as the Jumbo fans. The
shots stopped falling and the dream season
had a rather nightmarish end.
I felt like that Cincinnati fan — distraught,
disillusioned, but most of all pissed off. I suddenly found myself hating Amherst with a
newfound passion, as I’m sure was the case
with many other Jumbos. But if you didn’t see
the game or you simply need more convincing
to prove that Amherst is the apex of all that is
unholy, let me be of assistance.
The college’s name and its nickname, the
“Lord Jeffs” come from Lord Jeffrey Amherst,
a successful and famous British officer in the
French and Indian War. However, his name
has gone down in infamy because of the
oppressive and inhumane tactics he used to
eliminate the local Native American population. A letter of correspondence between
see LIBERATOR, page 21
Cole Liberator is a senior majoring in
history. He can be reached via e-mail at cole.
liberator@tufts.edu
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Jumbos stunned by miracle shot

Tufts falls short
of expectations
at Nationals

Missed free throws, Olson’s ‘[expletive] shot,’ end Tufts’ record-setting season
BY

NATE GRUBMAN

Senior Staff Writer

The only thing standing between the men’s
basketball team and an Elite Eight berth was
the luckiest shot of Andrew Olson’s life.
With a three-point lead and seconds
remaining in Saturday’s Sweet 16, the Jumbos
thought they had pulled off a stunning upset
of top-seeded Amherst. Instead, the sophomore guard hit an improbable, off-balanced
three-pointer at the buzzer to steal the victory
away from the Jumbos and send the game to
overtime, which Amherst dominated to end
Tufts’ magical season with a 90-85 victory.
“It was a great game,” senior tri-captain
Dan Martin said. “It was back and forth. We
showed we could hang with the big dogs
again, the No. 4 team in the nation, and we
really stuck it to them. If it wasn’t for that
[expletive] shot, we would be going to the
next round. I guess the basketball gods were
against us.”
After losing to Amherst twice earlier in
the season, the Jumbos finally thought they
had the upper-hand in this one. In a game
in which neither team led by more than
five points in the second half, Tufts had the
game in its hands with a three-point lead
and Martin on the line with just 26 seconds
remaining.
Martin split the pair of free throws, and
after an uncontested lay-up by Olson, sophomore Jake Weitzen also converted only one
at the line, making it only a one-possession
game and opening the door for Amherst.
The Jumbos appeared to have the game
sealed, as Olson, guarded tightly by junior
tri-captain Dave Shepherd, dribbled the ball
around the perimeter frantically looking for
a chance to keep his team’s season alive.
With just four seconds remaining, he faked
a shot, dribbled to the top of the key, left
his feet, looking for contact from Shepherd,
and launched an off-balance shot that found
nothing but net.
“That shot is just a ridiculous shot,” coach
Bob Sheldon said. “He probably makes that
one time out of 50. I’ve got to give him credit,
see MEN’S BASKETBALL, page 23

BY

KELLEY VENDELAND
Daily Editorial Board

COURTESY CHARLIE QUIGG/AMHERST COLLEGE

A great deal of a sport’s appeal lies in its
unpredictability. Teams can be ranked, athletes can be seeded, but the result ultimately
comes down to the dynamics of that particular
competition. On any given day, anyone can
win and anyone can lose.
The experience of the men’s track and field
team’s five-man delegation at the Div. III NCAA
Championships is testimony to that unpredictability. The Jumbos’ squad, consisting of
seniors Matt Fortin and tri-captain Matt Lacey,
junior Fred Jones and sophomores Jeremy
Arak and Dan Marcy, emerged with mixed
results, finishing in a six-way tie for 33rd place.
Jones kicked off the meet for the Jumbos in
the long jump, the first event of the competition and an event in which he finished second
at last year’s Nationals. Jones won his flight in
the preliminary round and moved into the
finals ranked third overall. In the finals, he
took fourth place with a jump of 7.17 meters,
moving up three places from his pre-meet
seventh seed. The top three seeds heading
into Nationals finished 1-2-3, with Jones taking
fourth.
His distance equaled his season-best jump.
Jones’ fourth-place finish earned him his second All-American long jump title in two years
and the sixth in his career.
Jones and teammate Marcy did not find the
same success in the triple jump. Jones entered
the competition seeded fifth with a distance of
14.45 meters. During the competition, his best
mark was an uncharacteristically short 13.78
meters. He finished fourth in his flight and a
disappointing tenth overall, missing out on a
berth in the final round by one spot.
Marcy found himself in the stronger flight,
as six of the seven competitors in his round
qualified for finals. He came in 11th overall
with a leap of 13.74 meters.
The story was similar for Arak in the high

Junior tri-captain Dave Shepherd slices through the Amherst defense in the Jumbos’ 90-85
overtime loss to the Lord Jeffs in the NCAA Sectional Finals.

see MEN’S TRACK, page 21

MEN’S LACROSSE
WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD

Laxers aim to redeem ’05, open Tuesday Nightmarish Nationals send
BY

MEGHAN BECQUE

Jumbos home empty-handed

Daily Staff Writer

The men’s lacrosse team enters
its season opener on Tuesday bearing both the weight of the underachieving 2005 season and the
tools, talent, and depth to redeem
it.
The Jumbos concluded the 2005
season with an overall record of 95-0 (5-4 NESCAC), dropping from a
season-high No. 3 ranking to finish
at No. 17. After beginning the year
with a strong six-game winning
streak, including a 9-2 victory over
No. 13 Amherst, the team fell into
a mid-season rut, finishing with a
9-7 loss to powerhouse Wesleyan.
The loss cut short the team’s goal of
winning the NESCAC and put it out
of contention for an NCAA tournament sport.
With three preseason AllAmericans in senior tri-captains
Bryan Griffin and Devin Clarke and
highly touted junior transfer Ave
Cook, the team’s roster was stacked
with talent.
“Last year we had everything we
needed,” senior co-captain Rory
Doucette said. “We just didn’t put
together what we needed to win
games.”
The Jumbos enter the 2006 season facing the loss of a deep and
talented senior class. Offensively,
the two leading point scorers from
last season are gone, as Griffin (22
see MEN’S LACROSSE, page 21

BY

ALEX BLOOM

Daily Editorial Board

MIKE CONROY/TUFTS DAILY

The Tufts lacrosse team practices on Bello Field on Mar. 10. The
lacrosse team kicks off its season on Tuesday, Mar. 14, at home against
Skidmore.

The women’s track team spent
the entire season establishing its
right to race with the best competition in the country at the NCAA
Championships. But when the
time finally came this weekend,
the Jumbos came up short.
There were no records broken
and no accolades awarded. It
was a weekend that the team will
want to forget, as the team failed
to score and finished tied for fiftysixth.
The 4x400 meter relay team
went into the meet as the tenth
and final seed, a spot it secured
in the last weekend of the season.
The foursome of senior tri-captain Rachel Bloom, sophomores
Kaleigh Fitzpatrick and Joyce
Uang, and freshman Jackie Ferry
went into the meet looking to
reverse the feeling of unfulfilled
potential that had haunted the
them throughout much of the
season.
Fitzpatrick and Bloom were
both members of last year’s team,
which took All-American honors with a sixth-place finish, but
Saturday’s race was a very different one.
Fitzpatrick led off in 58.6, putting the team in the lead. Ferry
followed, dropping into second

place at one point but pulling
even for the handoff. However,
the worst nightmare of any relay
team came true as the baton
was dropped on the exchange
between Ferry and Uang. Uang
had to jump off the track and grab
the baton and ended up handing
off to Bloom for the anchor leg in
fourth.
Bloom dashed to catch
Wheaton for third place. Illinois
Wesleyan’s anchor, senior Rachel
Anderson, who had won the 400
meters earlier that day, caught
the two dueling runners from last
place and set up a lean at the line,
where Bloom got nipped by both
as the Jumbos finished in last by
0.5 seconds
The Distance Medley Relay
didn’t fare much better, with the
team finishing last in the field of
ten teams after being seeded seventh. Sophomore Katy O’Brien
ran a strong first leg in the 1,200
in 3:39, handing off with the team
in first place. Freshman Aubrey
Wasser, who had been moved off
the 4x400 relay team after falling at All-New Englands, put the
team in seventh place on the 400
leg, splitting 62.4.
Sophomore Catherine Beck,
who had finished the 5,000
meters just 20 minutes earlier,
see WOMEN’S TRACK, page 21

